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ÀBSTRÀCT

The thesis contains new design procedures for digital filters and

cascade control compensators. Fixetl point binary representation

of signals is considered, as is the sequential execution of a

progranned device. The two's cotttplenent f ixed point binary

arithnetic has specific nonlinearities. Sequential progran

execution gives intrinsic tining properties which nake certain

filter structures relatively convenient to implement.

A versatile second. order digital fitter structure is proposed, a

feature being that the notch itepth is infinite at aIl saurpling

rates. New and convenient tlesign procedures to conpute the

required coefficient values are developeil. One procedure gives

ideal ¡nagnitude equivalence with frequency warping. whilst

another gives approxinate nagnitude equivalence without frequency

warping- The thesis also contains a derivation fron first

principles for BesseI digitat filters.
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Then the effects of representing the signal using two's

conplenent arithnetic are considered. Techniques are devised to

avoid both snalI and large signal Iinit cycles. These techniques

apply to filters where the input is not zeto.

The thesis also contains new design techniques for sanpled

control systems which aIlow design evaluations to be nade within

the Laplace donain. One aspect is to extend conpensation for

frequency warping of the bilinear transforn fron the frequency

axis to any point in the Laplace donain. AIso a nethod for

sequencing instructions so as to nini¡nize conputational delay is

presented.

VI
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LIST OF SY}IBOT,S

-ay

âO' ãL' a2

a

at

ansle ta (ø) l

coefficient in z donain transfer function, and in the

forward path of the tligital filter structure.

constant of the bilinear transforn.

constant within the transfer funetion of the sanpled

compensator.

real conponent of location of singularities in the

Iraplace do¡nain.

real conponent of location of singularities in the y

dornain.

coefficients of the aII pole analog digital
filter.

one of the coefficients in the forward path of the
proposed diqital filter structure.

coefficient of a quadratic in s' .

aB

ac

-as

*

A natrix used in the BesseI filter design such

elenents ai are the coefficients of the canonie

that its
fiLter.

b

AngIe of a conplex function, âs a function of
f requency

coefficient in z donain transfer function, and in the

danping loop of the digital filter structure.
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bB eonstant of the bilinear transforn.

bc constant within the transfer function of the sanpled
conpensator.

tj bs

tj by

b'

inaginary conponent of location of Laplace donain

singularities.

inaginary conponent of location of y dou¡ain

singularities.

coefficient of a quadratic in s' .

B (z) the bilinear transforn.

c(nT) tine donain output of the filter.

C" (s) continuous output function of the control systen which

has no sanplers.

cr* {s) sampled

Laplace

output function of the sanpled control systen'

donain.

Cr(zl sanpled output function of the sanpled control system'

z donain.

cis(ønT) = cos(ønT) + jsin(ønT)

input function to the cascade compensator which is also

the error function of the control systen.
ei

F[exp(s¿T)] a general function of the design point, s¿

9L, ll2, 93' cons t ant s

exanined
funct ion.

used to describe a class of functions
for their suitability as a Liapunov
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G natrix used in the BesseI filter design so that for an

Nth order filter its elenents are gij = ( i+k) 2N-1,

where k is the desired tlelay of the BesseI filter,
(equation 2.5.15).

transfer function of the plant of the control systen,
continuous (without sanpling).

transfer function of sanpled compensator, Iraplace
donain.

Gr'(z) sanpled digital conpensator, z do¡naín.

c, (s)

,c
Gs (s) transfer function of sanpled plant, Laplace domain.

* *
Gs $øl f requency donain f unction of Gs (s).

Gr(zl sanpled digital plant, z donain.

Gr'(s) transfer function of continuous compensator.

G"'* {s)

H with elenents

of the Bessel

H" (s) Laplace donain transfer function used to derive
nagnitutle invariant clesign procedure.

H" (jø) frequency response of H" (s) .

tHs ( jø) I 
* sanplett f requency response of tt, ( jø) .

H'"(s'T) transfer function of introduced Laplace operator s .

sunnation paraneter.

ratio of l. to 6..

natrix used in the BesseI

hi = k2i-1, where k is the

filter, (equation 2.5.16).

filter tlesign
desiretl tlelay

I

k
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kc

KT desired tine delay of the Bessel response.

Lf (X) Líapunov function of the state variables X.

Lt (x1,x2) Liapunov function of the state variables x1 and x2

k
B

¡.r (ø)

constant of the bilinear transforn.

constant within the transfer function of the sanpled
cascade conpensator.

nagnitude tern of transfer function Tr(z), such that
the highest powers of z ate nornalized.

bounds on the range of the signal.

nagnitude as a function of frequency of the filter
response.

an index variable in the sunnations to N.

order of polynonial or systen, or nunber of terns
evaluated in the frequency tlonain sunnation transfer
function of the sanple systen.

coefficient in the nunerator of a z donain transfer
function.

n

N

Dî

rt'I

p

P

q

nunber of
funct ion.

poles of the control systen plant transfer
G, (s) .

coefficíent in the nunerator of a z donain transfer
funct ion.

quant(x) the two's conplement quantization characteristic.

unít tine donaín delay operator.q -1
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quality factor of the conplex pole pair, (Q = L/2þ1.a

r (nT)

R" (s)

s

sd

T

time donain input to the digital filter, or to the
control systen.

continuous input function to the control systen which

has no sarrplers.

R"*{s) sarnpled input to the control systerr, Laplace donain.

Rr(z) sanpled input to the control system, z donain.

TÊ(P) transfer function of the filter as a function of P

Ts(jø) transfer function of T"(s) at frequency ø.

the sign of the overfl-ow

for a positive overflow
overf Iow.

Laplace donain design point
(location of tloninant closed
invariant with z6).

in a signal variable, s=1
ands=-Lforanegative

of control
loop poIes,

systen,
impulse

s Iraplace donain operator corresponding to the frequency

variable ø' .

sanpling interval. llhen normalized T = 1.

transfer function (output/input) of a contínuous tine
systen.

transfer function (taplace donain) of an

asynrnetric notch.

transfer function (LapIace tlonain) for band pass

filter.

T" (s)

Ts,AN'(s)

TS.B (s)
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T",t(s)

T (s)S,L

T (s)S,N

transfer function (Laplace donain) for high pass

filter.

transfer function (LapIace donain) of 1ow pass

filter filter.

transfer function (LaÞlace tlonain) of
notch, (which has equal steaily
asyrnptotic high frequency gains) .

a synnetric
state and

T"* {s) sanpled

control
transfer function (output/input) of the sanpled

sys t en.

Ty(y) transfer function of the filter as a function of y.

T r(z) transf er
function

function of the
(output/input) of

filter structure, oË transfer
the sanpled control systen.

tr¡r(I/zl transfer function of the filter as a funetion of Llz.

T z, AN k) transfer function (z clonain) of an asynnetric notch of
infinite depth.

Tr,o¡'(z) transfer function (z donaín) of an asyn¡netric
notch of finite depth.

T (z) transfer function (z donain) for band pass filter.Z,B

T kt transfer function (z donain) for high pass filter.Z,H

T (zl transfer function (z tlonain) of a low pass filter.Z,L

steady state gain of Tr(z) .Tz tss (zl
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vB

vL

xovf

xr in

xbnd

xt rn

xait

*0, i

*1, i

tine donain signal in filter with the bantl pass

response.

tine donain signal in filter with the Iow pass
response.

xlinear, variable which woultl be conputed if the
arithnetic rrere linear.

xoverflow, variable conputed

has occurred.

xbounded, value Present in
designetl so that that each

operating within its Iinear

xdifference, difference between

xlin which would be conputetl by

when arithnetic overflow

the filter which has been

variable in the filter is
range.

the saturated value and

the linear system.

xtransient. an additional component present in the
computer which is not anticipated by the tlesign. In
general this transient is such that the bounds of
Iinear operation are exceeded.

xsat xsaturated, saturated value of the signal.

variable used in the proposed seeond order
section which is conputed during the ith loop.
the synnetrical notch output, (equation 3.3.87) .

order
loop.

tligital
This is

digital
This is

variable used in the proposed second
section which is conputed during the ith
the bancl pass output, (equation 3.3.89) .

variable used in the proposed second

section which is conputed during the ith
the low pass output, (equation 3.3.90) .

order
loop.

digital
This is

*2,í
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*3, i

v

zd.

pr

öG S,N

number of
function,

variable used in the proposed second

section which is conputed during the ith
the high pass output, (equation 3.3.88).

order
Ioop.

digital
This is

operator for sanpled donain, [BoIton 80a].

z donain design point of control systen, (Iocation of
doninant closed loop poles, inpulse invariant with Sd,

zd = exp [s¿Tl ) .

z

t

Ê

zeros of the control systen plant transfer
G" (s) .

synbol denoting a sanpled function.

danping factor of a conplex pole pair.

tligital tlifferentiation operator proposed by Karwoskí.

* (s¿) difference between the sanpled

of. the plant of the systen.
sunmation to N frequency donain

tbe delay between the input
conpensator (error function,
output (forcing function fi).

ei
sanple to the cascade

) ancl the corresponding
is the total loop ti¡ue.

transfer
c"* (s¿)

funct ion
and the

terns for c"* (s¿) .

õT

od

-r

T

o danping conponent of the Laplaee donain operator s.

danpíng eomponent of the tlesign point s¿

(real) location of the zeros of the lead conpensator

H'"(s) introduces in the nagnitude invariant frequency
domain design procedure which is introduced to
conpensates for the effect of a zero order holcl.

frequency conponent of the Iraplace operator s.I
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ø

øc

66

6e

0n

0 e

ar¿n

cutoff frequency of the analog low pass filter used in
the nagnitude invariant frequency transform.

frequency conponent of the design point of the Laplace
donain.

frequency of equality of continuous and sarnpled
responses, obtainecl using the bif inear transf or¡n, or
using the nagnitude invariant design procedure.

frequency variable in the sanpled donain related to a

frequency in the continuous systen, ø, by a frequency
warping eharacteristic.

location of real Laplace donain pole for the nagnitude
invariant frequency do¡nain tlesígn procedure.

tine constant of first order response, and inverse of
the natural frequency of conplex pole pair.

natural frequency of a conplex pole pair.

frequency of equivalence between the analog and the
derived digital filter obtainecl using the bilinear
t ransforn.

frequency when the response is 3atB less than the
asynptotic pass band response.

o
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Chapter 1 PROPOSED DIGITÀI, FII¡TER STRUCTURE

1.1 Introduction

There are nany applications where a nicroprocessor is used to

process signats. The data which is processed by the filter nay be

stored in tligital forn, or it nay be saurples of a real ti¡¡e

signal. The output of the digital filter nay be sent to an analog

to tligitat converter or stored digitally. There are requirenents

for routine design procedures for these fitters. The objective of

this thesis is to present a versatile filter structure and

convenient design procedures. These ilesigns require

L. a versatile filter structure, capable of inplenenting a

wiite variety of transfer functions. (chapter 1).

2. procedures to give the coefficients of these filters,

(chapter 21, and,

3 progran steps to avoitt the limit cycles associated with

arithnetic non-rinearities, (chapter 3)'

Further aspects of digital signal processing arise vhen the

digital filter is part of a closed loop control systen which

includes a given analog pIant. In these applications the iligital

filter is caIled a cascade eonpensator in a control systen.

Chapter 4 presents an extension to the design procedures for

sanpled cascade control conpensators when their tlesign is based

on an analog approxination.

1



t.2 Existing Digital Filter Design Procedures-

The context of the proposed design procedures for digital filters

can be illustrated using an exanple of a conventional design of

the second order canonic structure, (figure 1.1). The transfer

function of this structure is

-L -2L+qz +pz
T r(zl H L.2.L

-L -2bz +az

A typical requirenent for a filter is a second order low pass

Butterworth response which has a cutoff (3 alB) frequency of

20 Hz. The design procedures can be illustrated by considering a

sanpling frequency of L k[z. The bandwitlth of this filter, 20 Hz,

is snall in relation to the sanpling frequency. The poles of the

<ligital f ilter are. however, heavily danped because these

correspond to the poles of a second order Butterworth filter.

Therefore this narrow band filter has poles with a low Q.

The transfer function of the analog second order Butterworth

filter is

T" (s)
,2 + 20Qns + on2

L

on2

where On = 2n.20 rad/s and P

2

Ll {2.

L.2.2



+ +

input
+ txt

Figure 1.1 Canonic z Donain Second Oriler Digital FÍlter.

output
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The bilinear transforn is

sT=kB

kB 0"T cot (AeT/21

z L

z+L
r.2.3

L.2.4where

0 being the frequency of equivalence between the analog and the

tlerivetl rligital f iIter. In this design procedure this f requency

is chosen to be the edge of the pass band. For this Butterworth

filter Oe is 03¿t which in turn is 0n

The nuneric results for this exanple are

kB = 1.997, a = 0.8372' b I.823 ,

P = 1.000, q 2.000 an<l Ì1 = 0.003622 L.2.5

Two aspects of this design can be inproved for nany

inplenentations. The first relates to the signal nagnitudes, and

the second to reducing the nunber of nultiplications below five.

4



L-z-L Signa1 llagnituile

tlhen progranning this

fixed point arithnetic

structure in a nicroprocessor which has

it is inportant to consider the nagnitudes

of the signals. The fÍnal value theoren can be used to find the

steady state magnitudes. The final value theoren states that the

steady state response of a systen Tr(z) to a unit step is the

tinit of Tr(zl as z approaches 1. In this exanple. if an input of

1 unit is appliett to the filter the nagnitude of the signal at

point 'X' is

L

Lt T r(zl
1 -1 -'bz'* azoz approaches 1

69.02

Hence, in the steady state, the signats through the ilelay path

are nore than 25 tines larger than the input signal. ltith lirritett

register lengths this difference requires careful nagnitude

scalíng of the signals. The scale factor tlepenils on the location

of the z donain poles which are to be inplenented. To conpensate

for thís magnitude difference this filter requires a nagnitude

scale factor, l{, of 0.003622 which is less than 2-8.

62L
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t-2-2 Feedforward Terns

The nultiplications by coefficients p and q give the zeros of

transnission. The polynonial of the nunerator is

+22+L L.2.7

and hence two zeros of transnission are at z = -1. These zeros

arise when the bilinear transforn is applied to an all pole

analog transfer function.

In practice filters such as the chosen exanple have sanpling

rates which are high in relation to the cutoff frequency. In

consequenee the locations of the z donain poles are near z = +1.

To achieve these pole locations a large proportion of tbe signals

are fe{l back around the ilelay loop. One consequence is that the

signal nagnitudes through the delay loop are large in relation to

the input signal. À second consequence is that the signals

through the delay elenents (at 'X') do not change rapiilly with

signals of interest. The z donain representation of this fact is

that the zeros at z = -1 are renoved fron the region near z = iL

which contains both the poles of the filter and its pass band. In

consequence the feedforward coefficients p and q are operating on

signals which have very similar magnitudes. If p and g were set

to zero, the zeros of transmission at z = -1 would not be

inplenented, but in nany applications there would not be a

22
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significant change in the transfer function. Yet there would be a

saving of two nultiplications. (It should be noted that

coefficients p and q are convenient to inplenent, being factors

of 1 and of 21. There is scope to develop designs for filters

which do not require these zeros of transnission. These filters

are all pole in the z-L donain.

r-2-3 Linit Cycles

Once the recursive filter has been built using two's conplenent

bínary arithnetic it is possible that both large and snall signal

linit cycles wiIl arise. It is necessary to inclutle progran steps

which renove these effects.

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis, (Filters)

The elenentary exanple of the canonic inpletnentation of a

Butterworth filter which has been obtained using the bilinear

transforn can be used to itlustrate the purpose of the

contributions of this thesis.

1.3.1 Fitter structure, (chapter 1)

À fitter structure [BoIton 'g1c] was obtained using eguivalence

¡rith analog conputer inplementations of a versatile second order

resonant section. The second order section to be presented has

unity steady state gain beeause the feedback gain is unity and a

7



pure integration is present in the forward path. The tining of

the derived tligital filter section is suited to the sequential

inplenentation of a progran. These techniques have already been

applied to digital filters. IKingsbury '721, but are extended

here to give a high pass and notch outputs, and variations

suited to high I and to low Q filter sections.

r-3 -2 Design of the Filter Coefficients, (Chapter 2l

The exanple of section 1.2 illustrates that applications areas

exist where feedforward terns give little enhancenent to the

filter's perfornance because the resulting zeros of transnission

are considerably renoveil from the poles of the transfer function

and its pass band region. In these situations there is a

requirenent to provicle tlesign procedures where the derived

transfer functions are aII pole in the z-t donaín. Three new

tlesign procedures are devised for these situations. These involve

a consideration of the nagnitude of the transfer function lBolton

'84a1 , and also the derivation fro¡¡ first principles of a BesseI

(naximally flat group delay) digitat filter, [BoIton '84d].

A new sanpled operator, y, [Bolton '80a], is proposed to help

exanine sanpled systems. The y operator approaches the I¡aplace

s at high sanpling rates where sT approaches zero.

I
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1.3.3 Linit Cycles, (Chapter 3)

Liapunov analysis is

steps which elininate

applied to the filter to

both large and snall linit

derive progran

cycles which are

feature of the

are considered,

associated with arÍthnetic non-Iinearities. À

analysis is that transients in nonlinear systens

L-4 The Proposed Structure

The majority of nicroprocessors inplenent two's conplenent

arithnetic nost conveniently. This arithnetic is considered here.

It is necessary to avoitl sÍgnaI overflow and yet maintain the

signals levels near naxinun levels so as to nininize the effects

of signal quantization. Therefore the filter strueture nust have

signal levels within the filter near naxinun levels for a wicle

range of singularity Iocations.

The tligital filter structure IBoIton '81c] is based on an analog

conputer equivalent. The signals in analog conputers are voltages

of linited range, usually between +10 and -10 V. Any signal

overflow causes the analog sinulation to be in error. At the sane

tirne offsets and noise are present at the inputs of the

amplifiers, so that operating at smaII signal IeveIs introduces

unacceptable errors. The analog conputer, Iike the nicroproeessor

with fixetl poínt arithnetic, nust naintain alI signal levels near

9



but not exceeding the naxinun values. Analog conputing techniques

have evolved to suit the situation where signals have a Iiniteil

tlynanic range. It is quite straight-forward to derive

corresponding digital inplenentations by substituting digital

Euler integration for analog integration.

Figure L.2.A illustrates a conventional analog conputer technique

for obtaining a conplex pole pair. Figure 7.2 - B shows an

equivalent circuit iliagram which is the conventional biquatl

filter. The naxinun signal leveIs throughout these

inplenentations are at nearly the sane values for a wide range of

singutarity locations. The features which provitle thís property

are:

i. the gains around the loop are distributecl unifor¡nly. In

particular the gains of the integrators are equaI,

ii. there is a pure integration in the forward path, and

iii. the systen has a gain in the feetlback path of unity-

The use of unity gain in the feedback path with a pure

integration in the forward path ensures that the dc gain of the

section is unity. This can be expressed in the notation of

control theory. The type nunber of the system is one because

there is one pure integration in the Ioop, so, with unity

feedback, the step response has zeÊo steady state error-

10
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Although the steady state gain of this filter is unity, at very

Iow danping factors the nagnitude of the signals within the

filter wiII exceed that of the input signal by a factor

approximating the 0 of the resonator. It is possible to alter

the structure to acconnodate this situation. This is one of the

variations on the structure described later in this chapter.

The digital filter can be obtaineil by replacing the analog

integration of the analog conputer by the sinplest of digital

integrations, Euler. Such a fitter has been devisetl, lKingsbury

,7z',J. An aspect of the contribution here is to provide both

notch and high pass outputs. The analog eonputer inplenentation

of figure 1.3 illustrates that the danping tern can be

inplenented before the feeilback loop. This particular sequence

provides both high pass and sy¡nnetric notch responses as signal

variables of the filter. Three representations of this filter are

presented., the analog conputer diagran (figure 1.3), the block

diagrarn. (fígure L-4), and the progran sequence (figure 1.5).

The relationship between the three representations is not

trivial. The btock diagran is a convenient representation of a z

donain expression. The z donain and hence block diagran

representations presuppose that the signal variables are present

only at the sanpling instants, and that the operations on these

variables occur instantaneously at these instants -

L2
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buB, i-1

vsN, i vín. í buB, i-1

vsN, i vL, i-lvH, i

uB, i vB, i-l
*

+ a uH,i

avB, ivL, i vL, i-l +

** **

** nrultiplications for the danping loop

Progran Flowchart for the Proposed Fílter Section.

b*l, i

xg,i+l=ri+1-b*l,i

x2,íxo, í+1x3, i+1

x3, i+1
*x1,i+1 = xl,i + a

xz,í+L=x2,i+axl,i+1

FÍgure 1.5
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In fact prograns are executed sequentially. The variables in the

computer are evaluated at various tines during the sanpling

interval. There is an inplied napping of the actual conputation

tines onto the simultaneous and instantaneous representation of

the z do¡nain. This napping involves shifts in tine.

One consequence of the differing representations is that it is

readily possible to represent a delay free loop in block diagran

forn though there is no progran equivalent. There is no ¡ûeans of

actually i¡nplenenting a tlelay f ree loop, êIthough it can be

represented on a block diagran. Sinitarly, whenever a variabLe

is accessed iluring a program, and that variable was conputed

during the previous loop, there is an intrinsic delay in the

feectback path. This ttelay does not require special progran steps

but does appear on the btock diagrarr. The intrinsic delays for

the proposed filter structure are given in the block diagran of

figure L.4

T.4.7 Low Pass Response

The transfer function of the Iow pass filter of figures 1.3 to

zl2-a(a+b) I + (l-ab)
^212

1.5 is

T Z,L k)
22

L6

L .4.L



Using the final value theoreur, the steady state gain of the

transfer function is found by letting z = L. This gain is unity.

tlhen the danping coefficient b 0 the nagnitude of conPlex z

donain roots is unity, illustrating that narginal stability is

obtained when the danping coefficient b 0. This is quite a

significant result. The original analog filter is narginally

stable when the tlanping coefficient is zero. This particular

derivetl <tigital structure has the sane property for aII sanpling

rates of engineering interest, (0(a(2). The property arises

because the effects of itigital integration have been conpensated

by the single intrinsic ttelay in the feedback path. one

consequence of this sinilarity is that the response of the

deriveil cligitat filter section closely approxiurates that of the

original analog at high Qs. This aspect is discussed in the

section giving the design procedures-

1,-4.2 Eand Pass Response

For continuous systens the band pass response ' T.., (s) is

obtained by differentiating the low pass response. Ts,L(s). For

the continuous systens where the tlifferentiation operator is 's',

the relationship is

sT",¡(s)TS,B (s)

L7
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Sinilarly the band pass output for a digítaI filter is obtained

by digitally differentiating the low pass output. This gives

T kt tr ,-Llr þl 1.4.3Z,B Z,lt

It is convenient to incorporate a scale factor of 'Lla' so that

the signal nagnitude of the band pass signal is conparable with

that of the low pass signal. In this case

az (z-Ll
L.4.4

,2 - .{2-a(a+b) I + (l-ab)

This is the transfer function of the proposed itigital filter

section at the bancl pass outPut.

1.4.3 Eigh Pass ResPonse

The high pass response of the continuous systen, T",¡¡(s), is

related to the band pass response, Tr.r(s) by the differentiation

operator s, such that

tr,t(s) S,B 1.4.5sT (s)

The bÍquad filter chosen here has two caseatletl integratíons so

that high pass output signal is available as an internal signal.

It is present at the input to the first integrator. The

relationship to give the hígh pass output for a digital filter

T r,r(zl

18



using digital differentiation is

T r,^(zl tr ,-Llrr,B(z) L.4.6

Again,,it is eonvenient to incorporate a scale factor of 'Lla' so

that the signal nagnitutte of the ban<l pass signal is conparable

with that of the low pass. The high pass response is

(z-Ll2
T.,rlz) L-4.7

2 zl2-a(a+b) I + (l-ab)

t.4-4 Synnetric lfotch

The transfer function of a notch filter has zeros of transnission

at a finite frequency. With analog filters the zeros are on the

frequency axis, whereas with sanpled systens the corresponding

zeros of transnission are on the unit circle in the z donain.

The tern synnetric notch is used here to indicate that the

responses at arbitrarily low frequencies and at arbitrarily high

frequency are equal in nagnitutle.

The transfer function of the filter at the synnetric notch output

is equal to the sun of the high pass to the previous low pass

z

transfer functions.

L9



Tr,*(z) T z ,H(z¡ + z-LT, ,¡lzl I4L

^2rL
(z-L) 2

+

,2 zl2-a(a+b) l + (1-ab) 22 z12-a(a+b) l + (1-ab)

L .4.9

22 (2-a2l z + L
1.4.10

22 zl2-a(a+b) I + (1-ab)

The quadratic of the nunerator of equation I.4.t0 gives the

Iocatíons of the zeros of transnission of the transfer function.

The nagnitudes of these roots are unity, intlicating that the

finite zeros of transnission are on the unit circle. The roots

have a real conponent of (1
^2/z) so they occur at

1 I angle { arcos Í-t-a2 / zl I L .4.LL

1-4-5 Asynnetric llotch

The importance of the sequence of progran steps of the filter's

transfer function ean be illustrated using the asynnetric notch.

This output is required for the inplementation of elliptic analog

filters which have been transforned for sanpled inplenentation

using the bilinear transforn.

20



I{ith analog filters a notch response is obtained as a weighted

sun of the low pass and the high pass responses. In this case

Tr,¡¡' (s) pr",¡t(s) * T",¡p(s) L.4.t2

ps 2

s + 2Pans + on2 s2 + 2PQns +

on2
+ 1.4.13

2 20n

p"2 * on2
L.4.L4

s2 + 20Qns + Qn
2

The roots of the nunerator polynonial have no tern in s1, so they

are located on the frequency axis, at s = tjan/lp.

I{ith the digital filter there are two Yrays of conbining the low

pass with the high pass responses. It is possible to perforn the

addition at the conpletion of the conputation loop.

In this case the notch output is

Tr,¡¡' (z) = gTz,g(zl + Tz,L(z) 1 .4. 15

p(z-L) 2

zl2-a(a+b)l + (1-ab) ,2 - rl2-a(a+b)l + (l-ab)
^212+

2z

p(z-L¡Z a 
^2.2

22 zl?-a(a+b) I + (l-ab)

t .4 -L6

2L

t -4 -I7



The location of the zeros of transnission of the transfer

function are given by the roots of the quadratic on the nunerator

of equation L.4.L7. The coefficient of z0 is p whereas the

coefficient of 22 is (p+a2). Since these coefficients are not

equal the roots of the quadratic do not have unit nagnitutle.

Àlthough the original analog filter has zeros exactly on the

inaginary axis in the Laplace donain, these zeros of transnission

are not on the unit circle of the z donain. In order to shift the

z donain zeros of transnission so that they are located on the

unit circle it is possible to conbine an adttitional tern fron the

band pass output. This requires an ad<titional nultíplication,

with its associated exeeution tine and quantization noise.

It is possible to choose the sequence of progra¡n steps so that

wben the high pass and low pass outputs are conbined in such a

way that the zeros of. transnission are on the unit circle. This

is a property of the zeros if the high pass output is adtled to

the low pass output of the previous loop. This adtlition does not

require any additional program steps. The progran sequence of

figure 1.6 is used. Àn intrinsic tlelay is present in the low pass

output sinee it is recalled fron the previous eonputation Ioop.

22



In this case

Tz,AN(z) = þTz,"kl + r-Lr.,r(zl 1. 4. 18

p (z-Ll2
+

22 zlï-a(a+b) I + (1-ab) 22 zl2-a(a+b) I + (1-ab)

L .4.L9

p(z-L)2 +
^2rL L -4.20

z2 - zl2-a(a+b)l + (1-ab)

Again the location of the zeros of transnission of the transfer

function are given by the roots of the quadratic on the nunerator

of equation L.4.2O. In this case the coefficient of 22 is p as is

the coefficient of ,0. Hence the roots lie on the unit circle in

the z donain. It follows that this progran sequenee can be used

to avoid the inplenentation of an atlditional nultiplication fron

the band pass output.

The progran sequence which gives the zeros of transnission on the

unit circle is convenient to progran on nicroprocessors with few

registers. This is because the nultiplication of the danping loop

to give buB.i-1 is conpleted before there is the requirement to

store the input signal, vin,i, as illustrated in the progran

sequence of figure 1.5.

^2rL
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bvB, i-1

vsN,í=vin,í-bvB,i-l

vL, i-luH,i = vsN,i

vAN,i=PVH,Í*vl,Í-l

vB, i vB,i-l r avH,i

vL,i-l * 
"uB,i

uL, Í

**** ****

Filter Progran with the Step Used to Obtain the

Asymnetric Notch.

FÍgure 1.6
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1.5 Context of the Structure

The digital filters considered here are those which use cascaded

second order sections to obtain higher order transfer functions.

Alternative approaches include wave and lattice struetures. These

filters suit nany applications inclutting those requiring dynanic

changes to the filter I s transfer function, IFettweis and

t{eerkotter '?5] , and they exhibit excellent coefficient

sensitivities, ltlegener '78] . However cascaileil second order

sections are considered here.

1.5.1 Canonic Structure

The structure which has been exanined is a digital increnental

filter, since the aildition operator is used to conpute its signal

variables- This contrasts with tbe canonic cligital filter which

uses delay elenents. It has been shown that the steady state

gains of the signals of the canonic filter depend on the location

of the singularities. These gains can be evaluated using the

final value theoren in the z donain. (The steady state response

to a step of unit nagnitude is given by the value of the transfer

function at z = 1) - The transfer function for the second order

canonic filter without nagnitude scaling is

L

+bz
T (zl

l-az -L

25
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The steady state gain, found by setting z = t, ís

L

Tr,".(z) t.5 -2
L a*b

Àpplications for digital filters involve sanpling rates which are

sufficiently large to avoitl the effects of aliasing. In this case

the z donain singularities are near z = tL and the sun [l-a+b]

approxinates zero. The canonic structure has a high steacly state

gain which depends on the location of the poles.

In sone nicroprocessor applications the canonic for¡u does have

advantages. The coefficients a and b nultiply the sane signal,

albeit delayed. so there can be econonies in the tests necessary

to perforn the nultiptications. Inplementations of canonic

dígital filters have been clescribetl. lBrafnan et aI. '78].

L.5.2 Digital Increnental Struetures

Figure I.7 gives three tligítal increnental filter structures.

These structures are

i. Agarwal Burrus 2 structure, lAgarwal and Burrus '75],

ii. Àbu-EI-Haija. Shenoi and Peterson structure IAbu-E1-

Haija et â1, '781.

iii. Kingsbury'72.
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The first two struetures both use the coefficients in the

feetlback path. The result is that the steady state gains of the

filters are nuch greater than unity. These structures exhibit

considerable differences in the nagnitudes of the signals, and

scaling would nornally be required in fixetl point

inplenentations.

These structures do differ because of their tining. The Agarwal

Burrus 2 structure is suitable for pipeline inplementation since

each conputation only uses results fron the previous conputation

toop. By contrast the Abu-EI-Haija, Shenoi and Peterson structure

uses the updated value of vB to conpute vL

llhereas both the structures of figures 1.7.À and B have the

coefficients in the feedback path. Kingsbury's structure of

figure t.7.C uses a pure integration in the forward path,

distributes the forward path gain and uses unity feedback'

lKingsbury '72]- These aspects have been used in the structure

presented here. The contributions have been to nodify Kingsbury's

structure so as to provide a high pass as well as notch

responses. Alternative notch structures require an atlditional

multiplication, [Kingsbury '72, Abu-EI-Haija and Peterson '797 -

28



1.6 Yariations in the Proposed Strueture

There can be nany specializetl applications when the general

purpose filter section is not the nost appropriate. These

applications arise at both very high and very low danping

factors. It is possible to a<lapt the structure to suit these

special situations.

1.6.1 Eigh 0

Ilith high A inplenentations the signal nagnitudes within the

filter are larger than those at the input. These signals are

greater by a factor approxinating the 0 of the fitter. In this

ease it is neeessary to scale the input value by a factor

approxinating the danping coefficient b. Intleeil it is possible to

introduce the input variable before the danping coefficient b so

as to provide this scaling without any adclitional

nultiplications. The filter structure is given in figure 1.8.4.

29
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I.6.2 Irof Q

For low g inplenentations with low sanpling rates it is necessary

to provide a relatively Iarge danping tern around the first

integrator. To achieve this it is possible to onit the atldition

of the digital incremental varíabIe which gives the ban<l pass

output. This structure (figure 1.8.8) uses a variable, vB, which

is cletayed, whereas another variable vL is conputed using the

digital increnental form. The filter is chosen so that there

renains a pure integration in the forward path with unity

feedback. so the steady state gain renains unity.

1.6.3 Unequal Integrator Gains

llhereas the Agarwal Burrus 2 and Abu-EI-Haija structures use only

two ¡nultiplications the proposed s tructure uses three. The

adttitional nultiplícation is ùsed to distribute the forward path

gain of the filter. There ean be advantages to allowing the

coefficients at the integrator inputs to ctiffer. A slight

alifference witl not alter the naxinum signal nagnitudes

significantly, and yet there wilI be a nuch greater nunber of

transfer functions available given a fixed coefficient

wordlength. fndeed at low sanpling rates the coefficients labeled

'a*' in figure 1.4 nay be set to unity.
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I.7 Sunnary

The proposed structure of figures 1.3 to 1.6 is an extension of

the structure of Kingsbury. It has been extended to provide

1 bantl pass, high pass and notch outputs as signal

variables within the filter, and

ii. a notch response which is obtained using special tining

so that the zeros of transnission are on the unit

circle. Alternative notch structures require an

additionar nultiprication, IKingsbury'72, Abu-E1-Haija

and Peterson '797.

The proposed second order filter structure of figure 1.5 and its

extensions for both high and low Q ínplenentations can be used to

inplenent a wide range of transfer tunctions and are convenient

to progran. It renains to devise techniques to tleternine their

singularity locations so their coefficients can be deternined

(chapter 2l - Also attilitional progran steps are required to avoid

large and snall signal liurit cycles, (chapter 3).
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Chapter 2 DESIGII PROCEDURES

In the chapter 1 a structure lfas proposed which is suitable for

inplenentation bY a sequential progran which uses fixed point

binary representation of the signals. New design procedures

which enable the engineer to ileternine the coef f icients of the

ttÍgitaI filter are presented in this chapter-

2.L Àspects of Design Proeedures For Digital Filters

2.T.7 Iteratíve Procedures

The objective when developing the new design techniques has been

to provide procedures which are convenient to inplenent.

Iter.ative techniques have been avoiiled because these are nore

atifficult to inplenent than sinple closed forn algebraic

expressions. Iterative procedures do suit demanding filter

applications where the tlesign is inptenented by a specialist '

These procedures are very flexible. They enable the sinultaneous

consideration of both tine and frequency tlonains IChottera and

ilullien '82f , conpensation for zero order holds [Àntoniou '821 ,

for finite coefficient wordlengths [Acha and RobIes-Diaz '81] and

approxinations to arbitrary nagnitude responses [Thajchayapong

and Rayner '741 -
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However the tlesign procedures presented here are convenient for

the non-specialist to inplenent. They can be expressed as sinple

equations. and are intended for routine situations where the

specification of frequency discrinination Iraveforn distortion

does not require relatively conplex iterative tlesign techniques.

2 -r.2 Frequencies Introducett by Sanpling

Then designing analog filters the frequency domain property of

interest is the nagnitude and phase of the function t" (jø) . Then

proposing a ttesign technique for digital filters which consider

frequency donain properties it is usual to consider the filters

to be equivalent if the Laplace (s) donain function fr(jø). and

sanpled þl donain function T, (cos [øt] + j sin tøtl ) fulfirl the

sane specifications.

The equivalence of these functions does not alter the fact that

iligitat filter is sanpled whereas the analog is not. Sanpling

introduces new frequency components, and these nay alter the

perfornance of the filter quite signif icantly. The conplex

function T, (cos [øt] +jsín [øt] ) refers to the nagnitude and phase

of the sinusoidal co¡nponent at frequency ø. The introduced

frequency components are not specified by this function-

34



The frequency domain design techniques presented here are based

on the conventional assu¡nption

digital fílter is sPecif ied

that the frequencY response of a

by considering the sinusoidal

co¡¡ponent at the output. However the introduced frequency

conponents can be very inportant sinee they are noise terns at

the output of the digital filter. The significance of this noÍse

in the given application ¡nust be checked <turíng the filter

design. The design techniques tliscussed here only consitler the

sinusoidal component at the output of the digitat filter as

specified by the z donain function Tr(cos[øt]+jsin[øt])'

2-L-3 Zero Order Eold

In nany applications a zero order hol<t is present at the output

of the digital filter. The sanple and hold introduces significant

anplitutle and phase characteristics, yet few design procedures

exist for this situation. Iterative techniques to adjust the

transfer function to compensate for this magnitucle characteristic

have been devised [Àntoniou et a1. '82i, and the introduction of

a special second order section has been proposed IHenket '68].

The design techniques presented here provide useful conpensation

quite convenientlY.
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2-L.4 Choice of Saqpleil Donain Operator

Sone of the design techniques presented here are nost clearly

seen by introducing operators other than z to represent sanpleil

functions.

Tine do¡nain functions are relatett to functions of s in the

Laplace donaín. Sanpled tine donain functions are related to

functions of z. The choices of the operators s and z ate nade

for convenience. Other choices can be nade whilst preserving the

fundanental. properties of the transforns. For exanple it is

straight-forward to consider a tls donain where pure integration

has been changed fron the conventíonal pole at the origin to a

zero at the origin. Alternatively the 1/(s+1) donain could be

itefined for exanple, functions of s being changed to functions ot

1/ (s+l) .

The Laplace operator s is a convenient choice because it is

tlif f erentiation in the tine donain. This suits ¡nany Laplace

donain apptications. For exanple the voltage to current

relationships of capacitors and inductors are

s, and this sinplifies circuit analysis.

36
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Sinilarly the operator z d.irectly relates to ti¡ne donain

functions. The coefficient of the tern z-î in the z donain

expressions is tbe Í¡agnitude of the sanple at t nT.

consequently nultiprication of a z donain function by z -L

corresponds to a tlelay in the tine donain of one sanpling

interval.

The relationship, however, between the Laplace (s) operator and

the sanpled donain (zl operator is not always the nost

convenient. The operators ttif f er consiilerably with s giving

differentiation and z giving a tine shift. Even at high sanpling

rates and with long tine constants when the perfornances of

digital and analog systens are very sinilar, the Laplace (s) and

z donain representations differ consíclerably. For inpulse

invariance s donain singularities near the origin eorrespond to

sanpled Ql donain singularities near z = 4L'

Ilhen consiitering equivalences between sanpled and continuous

systens it is sometines hetpful to refornulate the problen using

more convenient operators. For exanple the ttigital

tlifferentiation oPerator

þT=z 1

has been proposed by Karwoski [Hackneister '79] .

112
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The operator [Bolton '80a] ,

yT 1 z -1 2.L.2

Ìfas proposed to assist the analysis of digital filters. Both the

p and y operators approach the L,apIace operator s at high

sanpling rates. In certain cases the operators F and y enable

sinilarities between sanpled and continuous systens to be seen

nore readily. Sone other aspects are nost convenientLy

represented with the conventional z operator. Consider for

exanple the proposed second order filter of figure 1.4 without

feedforward terns. The low pass transfer function in the z donain

1S

a z

T (z) 2.t.3
Z ,lu z2-z(2-a2-abl + 1-ab

in the 1/z

a2

TL/r,¡Í/zl 2.L.4
1 (Z-a?-abl r-L + (L-abl z-2

in the þ

a2 çr+tlz

22

TP,¡(F)

and in the y donain

{pTl2 + pra(1+ab) a2+

a2

tyTl2(1-ab) + ayT(b-a) + a2

512

Ty, L 
(Y)

38
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Equations 2.L.3 to 2.L.6 represent exactly the sane transfer

function but certain properties are clearly evident in dÍfferent

donains. These properties include steady state gain and

stability.

The proposed filter is alt pole in the L/z and in the y donains.

It can be very convenient to represent the fitter which has only

feedback terns by an aIt poLe transfer function. For exanple

novíng the singularities corresponds to a change in the

coefficients, whereas changing the locations of the zeros of the

transfer function in the z ot p donains requires a change in the

structure. Also, all pole transfer functions are nost convenient

to evaluate . a property which is used in the first frequency

nagnitude tlesign technique presented here.

The steady state gain of the transfer function is unity. This is

nost clearly seen in the p and the y donains as the ratio of the

constants Ín the nunerator and denoninator. The final value

theoren in the Laplace domain gives the steady state response to

a unit step as the value of the Iraplace donain function as s

approaches zeto- In the z donain the steady state galn 1s

obtained as z approaches uníty. tlith both the p anil y operators
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thís corresponds to the operator approaching zeto as is the case

with the s operator. Therefore the steady state gain can be seen

in the s, F an<t y donains sinply by evaluating the constant

terns.

For conplex roots the transfer function of the proposed filter

structure is narginally stable when the coefficient b 0. This

is evident nost clearly in the z donain. The nodulus of any

conplex z donain roots is unity whenever þ =

of z0 in the qua<lratic for the roots is unity.

0. the coefficient

The sanpled donains z, y and F aII have circular frequency loci.

In the p and y donains these loci pass through the origin,

whereas in the z and L/z donaÍns the loci pass through +1. The

frequency locus can be used to give an appreciation of the

effects of sanpling. Since the radius of the circle is

proportional to the sanpling frequency it is possible to estinate

the effects of sanpling by considering various radii. The y

donain frequency locus was used to devise the frequency donain

design techniques described in the following sections-
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2.L.5 Zeros Introduced by the Bilinear Transforn.

The usuat design technique for digital filters using frequency

donain equivalence is the bilinear transforn. The substitution

L + sTl2
2.L.',l

L - sTlâ

naps the frequency locus of the Laplace dornain $ø axis) onto the

frequency locus of the z donain (unit circle). tlhen the transforn

of equation 2.L.7. is used the derived z donain function at

z = costøl+jsin[ø] equals the Laplace donain function at iø'

The bilinear transform methotl is a very well established tlesign

technique. The particular property of interest here is that if

this transfor¡n is applied to an aII pole analog filter there are

zetos to be implement in the z-I or the y donain. These

correspond to actual terns which nust be inplenented in the

digital filter. For exanple the second order Chebyshev filter

L

T, (s) 2.L.8
¡2s2 + fs + 1

where the ti¡ne constant/sanpling interval, f/T = 10. Using the

bilinear transform

z 1

sT=2
z+L

4I

2.L.9



gives the z donain transfer function

0.0023?5 (z + L)2
T r(z) 2.L.L0

,2-L.89552+o.9o5o

-Land the z domain

o.ooz375 (z_L + ÐZ
rrrrlz-Ll 2.L.Lt

z-2 1.89552-1 + o.9o5o

and the y tlonain

Qr/2 1) 2

T (v) 2.t.L2
v gs.2sy2t2+9yT+1

It is clear that when the bilinear transforn is used on an aIl

pole analog transfer function feedforward terns are required for

inplenentatíon. At large sanpling rates the coefficients required

to inplenent the feedforward terns are quite snaIl. The

contribution presented here is to show that it is possible to

avoid the requirenent to inplenent these feedforward terns by

using alternative tlesign procedures. Two new relationships

between the sanpled and the analog donains are given. The first

provides an approxir¡ate frequency nragnitude relationship whilst

giving no frequency warping, whilst the second tlesign procedure

gives an exact frequency nagnitude relationship but does give

frequency warping.
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2.2 Y Donain Frequency llagnitucle Àpproxi¡ation

The relationship between the Laplace and the y donain is such

that in the Laplace donain the frequency locus is the iø axis

whereas ín the y donain it ís a circle passing through the

origin. The digital filter structure being considered inplenents

an at1 pole y donain transfer function, and the property of

interest is the frequency nagnitude response.

An atl pole y donain transfer function ean be ilerivetl fron an all

pole Laplace donain transfer function sinply by noving the poles.

Sinilar frequency nagnitude response can be obtained by locating

the y donain poles so they are in the sane relatíon to the sa¡ne

point of the frequency locus as they were in the Laplace donain.

This is illustrated in figure 2.L

Geometric relationships can be used to show that if the

singularities in the l.ap1ace donain are at -as t jbs those in the

y plane are at -ay + jbv where

"y
(1+ar) cos (b") L 2.2.L

and ( 1+a" ) sin (b" ) 2.2.2

These sinple relationships give a convenient tlesign procedure.

by=
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At mediun and high sanpling rates this design procedure gives

very useful agreement between the frequency responses of the

analog and the conpensated digital filters. Figure 2.2 conpares

the pass band responses between the analog and the derived

¿igital filter for a fourth order Butterworth with a normalized

cutoff frequency of 0.5. TabIe 2.A, shows the naxinum error within

the pass ban¿ as a function of the nor¡nalized cutoff frequency

for Butterworth filters.

The restriction on the usefulness of this desígn technique is the

stop band perfornance rather than the pass band. Figure 2.3

conpares the frequency nagnítude response of the original analog

filter and the cterived digital filter. The stop band attenuation

is not infinite because there are no zeros at z = -I, (y = +2/Tl.

A qualitative appreciation of the stop band attenuation can be

obtained by considering the ¡nagnitutle of the conplex function at

various points on the circular frequency locus in the y donain,

as illustrated in figure 2.L.8. The stop band attenuation

increases for high sampling rates and with higher order systens '

In both these cases the proposed design technique is very useful '
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Figure 2.2 Responses of the Analog and Derived Digital Filter
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Ortler
of the
Fílter

1 0.2L 0.41 0. 59 0-76 0.91 1 .06 1.19 1.31 L.42 L.52

2 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.15 0.23 0.33 0.45 0.58 0.73 0.90

3 0.10 0.16 0.2L 0.22 0.2L 0.18 0.t2 0.03 0.09 0.23

4 0.15 0.25 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.28 0.20 0.08 0. 09 0.28

5 0.19 0.33 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.42 0.32 0-18 0.01 0.25

6 0.24 0.41 0.53 0.58 0. 58 0.53 o.42 0.25 0.03 0.25

7 0.28 0.48 0.62 0. 69 0.70 0. 64 0.51 0.32 0.07 0.26

I 0.32 0.56 0.72 0. 80 0.81 0.75 0.60 0.39 0. 10 0.27

9 0.36 0.63 0.82 0.91 0.92 0.85 0.69 0.45 0.13 0.29

10 0.40 0.71 0.91 L.02 1.03 0.95 0.78 0-51 0.15 0.30

0.1 o.2 0.3 0.4 0 ,l o-6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Nornalizett Cutoff FrequencY
of the Butterworth Filter*

* radians per seeond

Maxinum Passband Error (dB) for the conpensation

of equations 2.2.L antl 2.2.2

l"T '

Table 2.À
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llith lower sarrpling rates and with nore stringent stop band

attenuation specifications it becones necessary to inplenent the

zeros in the sanpled donain. In this case the proposed digital

filter structure is equally capable of iurplementing zeros which

were obtained by apptying the bilinear transform to an elliptic

(Cauer) analog response. The z donain zeros are not aIl at

-L, but are spaeed around the unít circle to achieve equal

stop band ripple.

The feature of this clesign technique is that there is no

frequency warping, though the tlerived nagnitude relationships are

approxinate. The advantage over the bilinear transforn is that if

harnonic or other relatÍonships were present in the original

analog filter transfer function, these would also be present in

the derived digital filter. A further aspect is that the

approxination using the relationship of poles or zeros to the

frequency Iocus inproves as the distance to the frequency Iocus

becomes snaller. This neans for very high A singularities, either

poIes. the design technique is quite valuable.zeros or
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2.2.t Incorporating a Zero Order Eolil

A zero order hold is often present at the output of the digital

filter, so it is extrenely inportant to have design techniques

for this case. A zero order hold introduces a nagnitude term at

frequency ó of sin[øt]/øf. Sone conpensation can be nade in a}l

pole filters by bringing the poles closer to the frequency loeus.

Relatíonships 2.2.I and 2.2.2 becone

2.2.3

and

"y

bv

(1+a.sin lbs] /bs) cos [b"J L

(1+a"sin lbsl /bs) sin [b"l 2.2.4

The results of these design relationships are given in Table 2.8.

Atthough the conpensation of equations 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 gives a

considerable inprovenent, the agreenent between the analog and

ilerived digital responses can be poorer than if there were no

zeÊo order ho1d.
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Order
of the
Filter

1 o.22 0.46 0.72 0.99 t.28 1.59 L.9L 2.26 2.63 3.02

2 0.00 0.o2 0.04 0.08 0 -L2 0.L7 0.24 0.32 0.41 0.51

3 0.10 0. 20 0.29 0.37 0.44 0.51 0.57 0.62 0.67 0.7L

4 0.15 o -28 0.38 0.46 0.52 0. 56 0.5? 0.56 0.54 0.49

5 0.20 0.35 0.47 0.56 0. 60 0. 61 0. 59 0.53 0.44 0.32

6 0.24 0.42 0. 55 0.64 0. 68 0. 66 0.60 0.49 0.33 0.L2

7 0.28 0.49 0.64 o.72 0.74 0.70 0.60 0.43 0.2L 0.09

I 0.32 0. 56 0.72 0-80 0.81 0.7 4 0.50 0.38 0.08 0.29

9 0. 36 0. 63 0. 80 0.88 0.87 0.78 0.59 0.32 0.05 0.50

10 0.40 0. 69 0. 88 0.96 0.94 0.81 0. 59 0 -26 0.17 0.71

,.r 
l

0., I 0.3 o.n I o.u 
I

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Nornalize<l Cutoff Frequency
of the Butterworth Fílter*

radians per second

lfaxinun Passband Error (dB) for the conpensation

of equations 2.2.3 and 2.2.4

* ,"r,

Table 2. B
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2-2-2 Y Donain Frequeney Phase Àpproxination

Often it is inportant to consider the phase response of a filter.

The design technique presented in the previous section considered

the frequency nagnitude response only. The phase response was not

considered at all. Inileeil the phase response of the derived

digital filters <Io differ consitlerably fron the analog counter

parts. In qualitative terns this neans the ïaveforns of the

output of the tligital filter also ttiffer considerably fron the

analog, even though the frequeney nagnitude response is

equivalent.

Techniques for the tlesign of aIt pole iligital filters which are

based on the filter's phase properties have been developed

[BoIton '8lc]. Second order sections were considered. The first

and seeond differential of the phase response at arbitrarily low

frequencies of the derívecl digital filter were set equal to the

corresponding responses for the original analog filter. It was

found that the frequency ¡nagnitutle responses aliat tliffer

considerably. as did the tine responses. The reason is that the

asynptotic relationships for arbitrarily low frequencies are not

the best ¡neans for equivalence when the frequencies of interest

are non-zero. For exanple if the overshoot in the step response

is consideretl the sinusoidal conponents near the danped natural
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frequency of the pole pair wilI have the nost effect. Therefore

the design technique for preserving the phase relationships is

not considered further here. New design techniques for the BesseI

response for digital filters is presented later. The BesseI

criterion considers aII the available derivatives in an Nth order

system, and the responses are quite useful, [BoIton '8441].

2.3 I{agnitude Invariant Frequency Douain

Again the transform [BoIton '84a] between the Laplace and the z

donain is designed to transforn an aII pole s donain filter to an

atI pole z-L donain filter which does not require feedforward

terns for inplenentation.

The bilinear transforn

z L

sT=2 2.3.L
ziL

has the inverse relationship

I - sT/2
-1

L + sT/Z
2.3 .2

thI{hen this inverse relationship applied to an N order all pole

z-L domain function, a Laplace donain function is obtained which

has N zeros at s = -21T. A L,aplace donain expression with one
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zero at s = -2lT for each pole can be inplenented by a tligital

filter without teedforward terns. This design uses the

conventional bilinear transforn with its frequency warping, but

which otherwise does preserve the nagnitude and phase

relationships without approxination.

The contribution here is to show that it is possible to transforn

an alI pole Laplace donain function to another Laplace donain

function which has N zeros at s = -2/T. The frequency nagnitude

(but not phase) characteristic ís preserved, and frequency

warping does occur. This new transfornation with the conventional

bilinear transform enables an all pole Laplace do¡nain expression

to be inplenented by a digital filter without feedforward terns

whilst preserving the frequency rnagnitucle characteristic. Àgain

frequency warping does oceur.

The design procedure is extended to consider conpensation for a

zero order hotd at the output of the digital filter.

2.3.t Derivation

A transfer function with single Laplace do¡nain pole at -o/T

L

H(s)
sTlo + L

54
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can be transforned to a function H'(s') of the variable s'whilst

preserv]'ng

nagnitude

the frequency nagnitude properties. The square of the

of H (jø) is

L

tH (iø) I ttt (jø) I 2.3.4
(øT/ol2 + r

where * denotes conjugation. Consider a new frequency variabLe ø'

where
(ø'tl2

(ø't)2 2.3 .5
1 Gr / z)2

so that (ø'tl2
2.3 .6

1 + (ø',T/2)2

Substitutíng equation 2.3.6 into equation 2.3.4 gives the

transfer function H(jø) in terns of the new frequency variable

(ø'T/2)2 + t
lH(jø'T)l [H156't)l* 2.3 .7

(ø'T/o'12 + L

where (t/o'l2 ('t/o)2 + (TlÐ2 2.3.8

Equation 2.3 - ? f or the square of the nagnituile has a

corresponding Laplace donain funetion

L + s'T/2

1 + s'Tlo'

(ø"t12

ø

H' (s'T)
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In the s' donain a zero is now present at s'T = -2 as required.

The derivation for a single real pole ís quite readily extended

to general aIl pole transfer functions. llhen the transfer

function is the product of several first order sections each

section can be transforned to the s' donain using the given

procedure [BoIton '84a] .

I{hen conplex pole pairs are consi<lered the variable o of the

above derivation is conplex and the product of this pole with its

conjugate is consídered. Equation 2.3.9 can be applietl to a

conplex pole at s = -olT where o is noÌ¡ conplex.

The design procedures are sínplified using relationships between

the coefficients of the quadratics for o and o'- If o is a

solution to

alsTl2 + b"T + 1 0 2.3.t0

and o' is a solution to

a' [s' t)2 + b's'T + 1

then it can be shown

a'2 a2 +þ2

0

2a) /4 + L/L6

2.3.rL

2.3.L2

and b'2 b2 + 2(a' a) + L/2 2.3.L3

These are very useful design relationshíps which are convenient

to inplenent lBolton '84a] .
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2-3-2 Frequency Ïlarping Characteristics

l{hen the bilinear transform is applied to an aIl pole Laplace

donain transfer function the frequency warping from the digital

ø'T domain to the analog øT is

6T = 2tan(ø'T/2) 2.3 .L4

An infinite analog frequency, and hence infinite attenuation,

transforns to ø'T ll at the zeros where z = -7.

The eonbination of the analog transform between the s and the s'

domains and then the bilinear transform gives a frequency

characteristic.

çT = 2sín(ø'T/21 2.3 .L5

A finite frequency (øT 2) and hence finite attenuation is

transformed to ø'T n. Figure 2.4 shows the attenuation for the

original analog filter, the filter obtained using the bilinear

transform technique, and the filter obtained using the proposed

aIl pole transforn. The second order Butterworth example is

ehosen. It can be seen that whereas the frequency warping of the

bilinear transform makes the attenuation change more rapidly with

frequency the all pole transforn reduces this rate of

attenuatron. It becomes important to consider frequency warping

when ehoosing an analog transfer function to neet a

specification.
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Figure 2.4 Frequency Responses for Àna}og, Bilinear Digital

and llagnituile Invariant Digital FÍlters -
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2-3.3 Incorporating a Zero Order Eolil

A zeto order hold is often used at the output of the digital

filter and it introduces a frequency nagnitude charaeteristic

lH(ør) |
sin (øT't / (øT) 2.3.16

2 .3 -t9

2.3 .20

llith this design technique it is possible to provide sone

compensation for this attenuation without additional hardware by

locating the zeros of the derived analog transfer function at

s = -l rather than at s = -2T. This introduces a lead conpensator

H'(s) where

N
(sr/t ) + 1

H'(s) 2 .3 .L7

(sT/2) + 1

where N is the order of the filter. The design relationships

becone
2lsin (ø'T/2)

ø1 2.3.18
I I r 2cos 2 (ø't / 2) +4sín2 (ø'T / z) ]2

Equation 2.3.8 j.s replaced by

(T/o' ) (T / o,l2 + t/ l2

Equations 2.3 .1-2 and 2.3.L3 are replaced by

a'2 a2 + (¡2

2

2al /t2 + tlrA

a) + zlr2and b'2 b 2 + 2(a'
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;t,

The conpensation is not exaet. If the frequency for exact

equivalence is ó"T then

sin(ø") lø. =

(o.tlzl2+t

(ø"T I r lz+t
2.3 .22

This neans the Location of the zeros of the derived analog

transfer function is given by

r
leT

Ll U"tlz¡z+Ll {ø"r/sin (ø"r) f lN-ü2
2 -3 .23

It is possible to show that for values of l.T between 0 and n

there is only one value of leT for which equation 2.3.23 holcls.

Below thÍs frequency the effect of the Iead conpensator exceeds

that of the sanple and hold so the nagnituile of the conpensated

transfer function exceeds the nagnitude of tt(jø'T). Above this

frequency the attenuation of the sin(øTllGf) tern predoninates,

aiding the stop bantl perfornance of low pass filters.
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tlhen designing Iow pass filters it is useful to choose the

frequency of uragnituile equality É"T by considering the effect of

the conpensation on

the pass band. For

the nagnitude response for frequencies within

frequencies below the nagnitutle of the

conpensated transfer function will always be greater than the

given analog function, whereas for frequencies between øeT and

6cT it wiII be less. It is possible to choose d"T in relation to

l"T so that the naxinun positive gain error equals the naxinun

negative gain error within the pass band- The optinun proportion

kin

øeT = køcT 2.3 .24

tlepends on the order oÍ. the filter N and the cutoff frequency

C"T. In nost cases k 0.9 gives nearly optinun results. Figure

l"T

2.7 shows the maxinun excursion within the pass band as a

funetion of N antl ú.T. Up to 1 it does not exceed 0.1 alB.ö"7
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2.4 Unchanged Coef f icients

The proposed digital filter structure of figure L.4 has a very

useful property. It is possible to conpletely ignore the effects

of sanpling by leaving the coefficients unchanged at their analog

values antl yet obtain an excellent approxination to the analog

filter's frequency magnitude response, [BoIton '81c] .

It has been seen that the Euler digital integration of the

tlígitaI fitter has replaced the analog integration of the

original filter. AIso there is one intrinsic delay in the feed

back path which also changes the behaviour of the iligital filter.

The valuable property is that these two effects tend to cancel.

In fact with absolutely no daurping at aI1, coefficient b 0, the

derived digitat fitter is also narginally stable.

The cancellation is. of course, not conplete. For exanple the

frequency of the narginal stability of the digital filter does

not exactly equal that of the original analog. AIso, when danping

is introduced the Qs of the filters are not identical either.

However the responses are usefully sinilar, particularly when the

convenience of the design procedure is consiclered. TabIe 2-C

gives the error in the frequency nagni tuile response of the

derived digritat filter for various Butterworth responses.
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However the responses do differ if a zeÊo order hold is present

at the output of the digital filter, principally beeause of the

response of the zero order holil. Also, the tine donain responses

do ctif f er, with the tlerivecl tligital low pass f ilters having nore

overshoot than the original analog.

The intrinsic sinilarity in the frequency donain r¡agnitude

responses does nean that for less critical designs or for those

with very Iarge sarrpling rates. a suitable itigital filter witl be

found by leaving the coefficients unchanged. It is quite sinple

to check the suitabíIity of the filter using an evaluation of its

response.
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Order
of the
Filter

1 0.2L 0.41 0. 59 0.76 0. 91 1.06 T.T9 1.31 L.42 L.52

2 0.00 0-01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.10 0. 11 0.11

3 o -2L 0. 39 0.57 0.72 0. 87 1.01 I.T4 L.27 L.40 L.52

4 0.01 0,02 0.05 0.07 0. 10 0.11 0.t2 0.11 0.09 0.05

5 0.20 0.38 0.55 0.70 0.84 0.98 L.L2 L.28 L.44 L.62

6 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.10 o -12 0.13 0.L2 0.09 0.03 0.07

7 0-20 0.37 0.53 0.67 0.81 0.96 1 .13 t.32 1.53 r -77

I 0.01 0 .04 0.08 o -L2 0. 14 0. 14 0.11 0.04 0.08 0.25

9 0.20 0.36 0.51 0.65 0. 80 0.96 1.15 1.38 1.65 L.96

10 0.02 0-05 0.10 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.09 0.03 0.2L 0.45

0.1 0.2 ,., I 0.4 ,.ul 0.6 0-7 0.8 0.9 1.0

NormalÍzetl Cutoff Frequency
of the Butterworth FiIter*

l,laxinurr Passband

Coefficients of the

L.4 are Unchanged.

* ö.T ' radians per second

Error (dB) case

Proposed Structure

when the

of figure

Table 2.C
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2.5 Bessel Digital Filters

Tbe design of a digital filter given a satisfactory analog

equivalent relies on the selection of a particular property of

interest. The tlesign procedures presented earlier gave tligital

filters which have a frequency nagnitude response equivalent to a

given analog filter. In general other properties and in

particular the tine donain properties witl differ. These design

procedures eannot be used if the original analog filter fulfilletl

the specification because of its step or inpulse response-

Design procedures for inpulse invariance or for step response

invariance are very well established. The salient features are

that if zeros are present in the original analog filter these

wiIl be noved in general, and, in particular, noved otf the

frequency locus. Hence the frequency donain response of analog

filters with zeros will ttiffer fron the digital filter which has

been deriveil using inpulse invariance. The notch ilepths of the

ilerived fitters will be finite.

À seeond aspect of the inpulse invariant <lesign procedure is that

when an all pole analog filter is transforned to a digital filter

the zeros at infinity are transforned to finite zeros. Hence

there is the requirenent to inple¡ûent feedforward terns in the
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digital inplenentation. There is the requirenent for a new design

procedure which nininizes the distortion of the pass band signal

and gives an

function.

aII pole y (or r-L') donain digital transfer

In practice this requirenent is quite inportant. There are many

filter applications of interest where the tine donain properties

of the filter are very inportant. Filters derived using

equivalence in the magnitutle of the frequency response usually

suffer a degradation of the tine donain properties-

The new design procedure presented here is for the BesseI

response [Bolton '84d1 . This is a particularly inportant response

when the tine donain perfornance criteria are consitleretl. The

derivation involves deriving the BesseI criterion of naxinally

flat group ilelay for <tigital filters. The objective ís to derive

the aII pole z-L domain function of chosen order. The BesseI

filter has as nany of the derivatives of the group delay set to

zeto as the order of the filter al}ows, so the group delay is

naxinally fIat.
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2.5 -r Derivation

The transfer function of a digital filter with only feedback

terns is

T r(z) 2.5.L
-1 -n -1?Oz'+aIzo*a22"*

= C(zl /R(z) 2.5.2

where C (z) and n (z) are the output and input functions

respectively- The coefficient "0 = 1 for canonie inplenentations

of figure 2.6. This function is all pole in the z-L donain. Then

the filter can be implenentecl by cascading second order sections

which are all pote in the z-L donain. Eeíng a linear systen, when

the input function is a sanpled sinusoid the output is a sanpled

sinusoid of the sane frequency, though in general the ¡¡agnitutle

and phase wiII be changed.

Let the output be

c(nT) = cis(6nT) = cos(6nT) + jsin(ønT) 2.5.3

1
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input +

input,r output,c

Figure 2,6 canonic Structure used in tbe Bessel Design

Procedure.
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This neans the input can be expressed using a nagnitude function

of frequency, vI(6), and a phase function of frequency,

angle [A (É) ] , as

r(nT) = l{(ø) ansletÀ(É)lcis(øT{n+kl) ... 2.5.4

k is the desired delay of the Eessel response as a nunber of

sanples. In thís case a Bessel response is obtained when both the

phase function angle tA (r) I at 6 0 is zero and its derivatives

are zero up to the highest order that is possible given the order

of the filter.

The sunner of the structure of figure 2.6 ensures that at tine

t=nT
n

c(nT) = r(nT) t lc(ln-ilT)ail 2.5 .5
i=1

where ai is the ith coefficient of the fitter- Equation 2.5.5

glves
n

r(nT) = c(nT) t [aiq
í=0

where again the coefficient a0 = 1 and q-l is the deray operator

which is definetl so that s-nf (t) = f (t-nT) .

Substituting in equation 2.5.6 for r(nT) and c(nT) usÍng

equations 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 respectively gives

n

r
L

i=0

-1 2.5 .6I

t{ (ø) angle tA (ø) I cis (øT In+kl )
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canceling the cis(ÉTln+kl) tern and rearranging glves

l{(ø)ansIetA(ø)l
n

=[a icis (-øT I i+k I )

i=0

Differentiating lf(p)angletÀ(ø)l with respect to øT gives

n

(tlt{(ø)ansretA(r)l }/dt = I -j (i+k)aicÍs(-øT{i+k})
i=0

2. 5.8

2.5 .9

n
T

i=0
.1lr{ (ø) ansre tÀ (ø) I } /at -j(i+k)at, as øT approaches 0

2.5 .r0

similarly for the pth derivative

n
T

i=0
dPM(ø) ansle tA(ø) I / [nør] P = (_j ) 

p (i+k) Paicis (-ør li+kl )

2.5 .Lt

The derivatives of odd order are inaginary as ø approaches 0

whereas those for even order are real. Since angle IA (ø) ]

approaches 0 as t approaches 0, only the inaginary derivatives

contribute to the group tlelaY.

Therefore the equations for the Bessel coefficients are

n

T

i=0
3L( i+r) Pa, 0 for p

7T

5, 2n-7 2.5.L2



Letting ag

gives

1 to suit the canonic implementation equation 2.5.12

n
(i+k)Þai + kP 0forp 3, 5, 2n-L 2.5 .L31_

i=1

The filter can be implemented using the proposed filter structure

in which case a constant factor is introduced into the transfer

function which normalizes the steady state gain of the filter.

2-5 -2 Design Procedure

The design procedure involves solving for the coefficients ai of

equation 2.5.L3 given the order of the fiIter, N, antl the desired

group delay as k, the nunber of sanples. Define natrix G so that

its elements

sij = (i+k )zi-t 2 '5 'L4

and natrix H with elements

hi k 2í-1 2.5 .15

and matrix A such that its elements ai are the coeffieients of

the canonic filter. Then equation 2.5-L5 beeones

-1 H 2.5.16

The procedure is to set up the natrices G and H and solve for A

which gives the coefficients of the canonic filter.

T

ã-u
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2.5.3 Results

Figure 2.7.A conpares the step responses for two second order

Bessel filters. Both have the sane tine delay, 2 units, but one

has one sanple per unit ti¡ne whereas the second has 10 sanples.

Figure 2.7.8 repeats these responses for a ninth order filter.

The maxinally flat group delay property provides a very siurilar

overshoot in the step response in all cases' approxinately 0.4t.

The responses are qualitatively sinilar, though as the sanpling

rate Ís decreased there are high frequency terns in the output as

indicatetl by the ttiscontinuity at the beginning of the response.
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A

input
I evel

J

Sampling Intervaì = 0.1 unit
Step Response

2 4

Step ResPonse

2

B

Sampìing Interval = 1 unit

Delay = 2 units.

6 8 10

Sampììng Interval = 0.1 unit

Sampìlng lnterval = I unlt

Delay = 2 units.

ti ¡re ( uni ts )

tine (units)

I nput
level

4 6 8 10

Figure 2.7 Conparison of step Responses for the Bessel Filters

(À) Second Order

(B) llinth Order
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2-6 Sunnary.

The design procedures ¡rhich have been presented here were

of their inplenentation. Itdeveloped considering the convenience

has been seen that the procedures which consider frequency donain

properties can be inplenented as sinple relationships between

coefficients of qua{ratic polynonials. The BesseI property of a

response with a naximaLty flat group ilelay can be inplenented by

solving of a polynonial which is of the order of the filter.

These new design procedures bave been developed to augnent the

conventional range of available design techniques. The bilinear

transforn gives the ¡nost appropriate design technique when the

original analog filter has finite zeros of transnission' The

nagnitude invariant transforn can be used when the original

transfer function is all pole in the Laplace clonain and the

sanpling rate is high in relation to the cutoff frequency' In

apptications where tlistortion to the signal waveforn is inportant

the ilirect derivation of the BesseI response can be used' In this

way the new techniques presented here allow a greater selection

in the choice of tligital filter designs.
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Chapter 3 NOI{I,INEÀR COI{S IDERATIOTS

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapters contain a description of a versatile second

order recursive digital filter seetion. Design procedures for the

coefficients were given. These procedures were derived using the

assunption that the filter's behaviour is Iinear. In fact the

fílter has registers of finite tength. In consequence the

arithuretic operations are nonlinear. This chapter contains design

procedures for additional progran steps to nininize the effects

of the corresponding nonlinear properties.

The objective of the analysis presented in this chapter is to

obtain progran steps which prevent oscillations and steady state

errors. A feature of the analysis is that non-zero inputs are

considered. Classen and Kristiansson ICIassen 75] have given

bounds for the stabitity of the canonic second order recursive

digital filter, which has one non-linearity. The technique used

by Classen is Tsypkin's stability criterion, [Tsypkin 55], which

can be used when there is one non-Iinear elenent. In filter

considered here there are five points throughout the filter where

non-linearities tnay occur. The technique used here is based on

the Iriapunov, IKuo 80] . Barnes and Fan have showed that

autononous linit eycles are not sustained in the ninimun norn

structure, [Barnes and Fam '80]. The proof applies to alI bounded
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nonlinearities, including the two's complenent overflow.

Extensions to this work, IBoIton '84b], lte included in this

chapter.

The nonlinear properties of a digital filter depend on both the

details of its structure as well as the nonlinearities of the

arithnetic used for its inplenentation. Àn inportant aspect is

that arithnetic nonlinearities occur during each evaluat ion

within the filter, and that the filter progran is executed

sequentially. It follows the result of a nonlinearity is

propagated to successive signal variables.

There are two nonlinear properties associated with two's

conplenent arithnetic, signal overflow and quantization. These

are illustratetl in figure 3.1. Each of these nonlinearities can

alter the response of the filter. Nonlinearities can give

sustainecl steady state errors or zeto input (autono¡nous) Iinit

cycles as shown in figure 3.2. Saturation is the overflow

characteristic considered here. Saturation can be obtainetl in

nicroprocessor implenentations of digitat filters using tests for

overflow conditions. The two's conple¡nent quantization is the

smaII signal characteristic considered. The analyses presented

here apply only to the filter section of the previous chapters,

(Figure 3.3).
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non-linear outPut
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Two's conplenent overflow and quantization
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Figure 3.1
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(dots indicate quantization level)

I

x2,initial = -loq' *1,ínitial

xl

cime

=l$q, a=O.5,b=0.1

t ime

xl

M

x2

-M

x2,init = -0.875M' xl,lnic =0.875M,a=0'l,b=0'l

Figure3.2TineDonainandPhasePortraitRepresentationsof

Large and of SnaII Signal l,init CycIes '
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3.1.1 Outline of Presentation

In section 3.2 the filter which is analysed is specifiett

(equations 3.2.22 to 3.2.25l- , and a test function (equation

3.2.5) is considered for Liapunov properties.

In seetion 3.3 the zero input propertíes of the filters are

addressed. It is shown that saturation overflows during the

conputation of x1 and of x2 cannot give linit cycles (equations

3.3.44 and 3.3.60). However no correspontling proof exists for

overflows at xj and xO (equations 3.3.86 and 3.3.110) -

Then, in section 3.4, the Liapunov analysis is extended to non-

zeto inputs. It is shown that saturation overflows in x2 cannot

give sustained oscillations for a range of coefficients given in

equatíon 3.4.35. Equation 3.4 - 57 is the corresponding range of

coefficients for saturation overflows in x1.

I{ith saturation overflows in x0 and x3 the test function can be

used to fintt the non-zero inputs which give sustained

oscillations. Figure 3.4 gives the result of such a search-

FinaIly, in section 3.5 L,iapunov analysis is used to devise a

procedure to guarantee the elinination of. snaII signal autononous

linit cycles (progran steps 3.5.22 to 3.5.28).
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3.2 À Liapunov Function

The seeond ¡¡ethott of Liapunov [Kuo '80] is usefu} for the study

of nonlinear systens. The nethod states that if a function of the

state variables, L,f(X), exists with the following four properties

then the equilibrium state xk = 0 for aIl k is asynptotically

stable in the large. and Lf (X) is a Liapunov function-

I Lf[x*=91 =Q 3.2.t

The Liapunov function is zeto at the equilibríun

condition.

íi- Lf [xk()0] )0 3 .2.2

The Liapunov function is positive whenever the systen

is not at equilibriuut.

iii. Lftxl approaches infinity as i iXi i approaches infinity.

3 .2.3

iv. Lf [x(k+l) ] ( Lf [x(k)] f or x()0 anal f or aII k 3 .2.4

The methoil of Liapunov is a sufficient contlition for stability.

Hence, although the existence of a Iriapunov function ensures

globaI stability, a gtobatly stable system may not have a

Liapunov function. In general a tlitficulty in applying the nethod

is to finrt functions which have the Liapunov properties. For the
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second order aligital filter section there are a nunber of

Liapunov functions of the forut

Lf (x1,x2) = g¡*r2 + gzx22 + o3x1x, 3.2.5

where gL. 92 and 93 are constants. A particularly useful

Liapunov function is

Irf (x1 ,i,xZ,íl (l-ab) *L,í2 * *2,i2 (a-b) x1, ix2. i 3 .2.6

It is now shown that this particular Liapunov function changes in

a constant proportion at each conputation Ioop of the filter.

Since, fot the filter of Figure 1.5

xl, i+1 (l-ab) *1, i ^ *2,i 3 -2.7

xZ,i+L = a(l-ab) *1.i + ft-a?l *2,í

Fron equations 3.2.6 and 3.2.7

L,f (x1 ,í+!,xZ,i+L) = xl ,í*L2 * *2,í(xz,i+1 + b*l, i*1)

[ (1-ab) x1,1 ^*2,i72 
+ *2,i1^(l-ab)x1,1

+ (L-a2)*2,i + b{ (l-ab)*1.i - ax2.ilJ

2 2 - 2a(l-ab)xl,ix2,i * "(l-ab)x1,ix2,i
+ (1-abl*Z,i + b(1-abl*L,í*2,i

(1-ab) *1, i

(1-ab) [ (1-ab) xt, t 2 (a-b) *1, i*2, il* *2,í

3.2.8

3 -2.9

3.2.70

3 -2.LL

3.2.L2

(1-ab) Lf (x1 ,i,xZ,í,

2
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1i

since the filter's coefficients 'a' and 'b' are constant the

factor(1-ab)isalsoconstant.HencethisparticularLiapunov

function changes in a constant proportion at each conputation

loop.

This Liapunov function is positive for aII values of xl and x2

(positive tlefinite) for certain values of the coefficients' It is

only when these coefficients are within these linits that the

Liapunov function exists. The bounds on the coefficients can be

found.

Irf (x1 , x2 ) (l-ab) *L2 * *22 - (a-b)xrx,

(1-ab-t(a-b) l2l2l*!2 * (x2-x, ';-Ð l2l2

( 1-ab- Í.(a-bl /212

<4-¡ab-a2-b2+zab

< 4 - (a+b)2

) la+b!

3.2.t4

3.2.L5

3.2.16

3.2.L7

3 .2.L8

3.2.L9

The function is positive for all values of x1 and x2 (positive

definite)forcertainvaluesofcoefficientsaandb.Thebounds

of the coefficients 'a' and 'b' for the function to be positive

definite are found by ensuring the coefficient of the square ter¡n

is positive. These bounds are

0

0

0

2

It will be shown that this is the condition for conplex roots of

the filter's transfer function, (equation 3'2'39) '
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If l1-abl ( 1 the Liapunov function decreases to zeto the filter

is stable. This is the condition which corresponds to the conplex

poles of the transfer function being within the unit circle' The

feature of Liapunov analysis is that it can be applied to

nonlinear systems- If it can be shown that nonlinearities can

only reduce the Liapunov function then the stability of the

nonlinear operation of the filter is guaranteed'

It can be useful to express this L,iapunov function as

Lf (x1 ,i,x2,íl = *L,í2 * (*2,í - axl,i) (*2,i + bx1,i) 3.2.20

= xl, í2 * *z,í-L(xz,i + bxl,i) 3.2.2L

The bounds on the coefficients are the sane bounds which apply

using the linear analysis of the <tigital filter section' The

Liapunov analysis of the filter with linear operations has been

applied in equations 3.2.6 to 3.2.13. In section 3.3 the Liapunov

nethocl is applied to the filter when its arithnetic operations

are nonlinear. section 3.4 applies Liapunov analysis to the

systens with non- zero inputs by considering the transient

conponent of the total resPonse.
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3 .2.1 Progran Steps of the Fitter Section

t{hen applying nonlinear analysis it is inportant to specify the

sequence of instructions. The result of any nonlinearity in an

evaluation will be present in the successÍve progran steps'

The progran steps for eacb conputation loop of the filter are

x1=xl

analyze

The variables x1 and x2 are re-computed at the progran steps

+ax3 and x2 x2*ax1. Subscripts i and i+l are used to

th conputation the variables *1,i and

*2,í are used to conpute xl,i+1 and xz,í+L.

The eonputations of the progran with an input of zeto are

xo=-bxl

x3=xg-x2

xl=xl*ax3

xZ=xZ+ax1

the filter. At the i

xo,i+1 = -b*1,i

x3,i+1 = *0, í+L - x2,í

x1, i+1 = *!,i * ax3, i+1

x2,í+! = x2,i * ax1,i+l

3 .2.22

3 .2.23

3.2.24

3.2.25

3.2.26

3 .2.27

3 .2.28
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3 .2.2 State Transition lfatrix

x1, i+1 and

*2,í'

xZ,í+L can be expressed directly in terns of *1,i and

(l-ab) x1, i x2 3.2.30a 1xl. i+1

x2,í+L a(1-ab) *1,i + (L-aZ) *2,í

In natrix forn these equations becone

x1. i+l ( 1-ab ) a

a (l-ab) ( 1-a 2

*1, i

3 -2.3L

3 .2.32xz,i+L x2,í

There is a close relationship between this transition natrix and

the corresponding Liapunov function. For conplex poles the filter

is stable if the deterninant of the transition natrix has a

nagnitude which is less than unity- That is

! (1-ab) (L-aZ) +a2 (l-ab) ! ( L 3 .2.33

hence fl-abl ( L 3 .2.34

which is the necessary and sufficient condition for a reduction

in the magnitude of the Liapunov function t3.2'131'
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3 .2.3 Transfer Function of the Eitter Section

The block diagran of the second order digital filter considered

here is given in figure 3.3. The corresponding transfer function

1S

't r(zl 3 -2.35
2z2 z (2-ab-a ) + l-ab

The z donain poles of the transfer function are given by the

equation

2 0 3.2.36,2 z (2-ab-a ) + l-ab

The coefficients of engineering interest are those which give

stable transfer functions. Furthermore real poles are of Iittle

engineering interest because these can be irrplenented using

cascaded first order stages. These conditions give bounds on the

fitter eoefficients, 'a' and 'b'.

The necessary and sufficient conttition for complex roots is that

the deterninant of the quadratic (equation 3.2.36) is negative.

^212
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This tleterninant is

[2-a(a+b) ]2 -¿(1-ab) ( o 3 .2.37

a2(a+b)2 - 4^(a+b) + 4ab ( o 3.2.38

which gives the condition

(a + b)2 < 4 3.2.39

This is the necessary condition (equatÍon 3.2.19) for the

Liapunov function to be positíve definite'

The coefficient of z0 in the characteristic equation of the

transfer function of the filter (equation 3.3.35) is l-ab. This

coefficient is the prodluct of the uragnitudes of the two roots. so

the necessary and sufficient condition for conplex poles to be

wíthin the unit circle is

2 (1 3 .2 .40

This is the necessary and suffÍcient conttition for the l,iapunov

funetion to decrease nonotonically. The corresponding property of

the state transition rratrix is given in equation 3.2.34.

(1 - ab)
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(

Fron equation 3.2.39

+2ab(4 3 .2.4L

but 2 3 .2.42b 2abt0

subtracting 3.2.42 fron 3.2.4t gives

ab(1 3 .2.43

condítions 3.2.40 and 3.2.43 give

0(1 ab(1 3.2.44

tlhich are the bounds of the coefficient values of the filter

section which are of particular engineering interest.

^2+b2

^2
+
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3.3 Liapunov Ànalysis of Autononous Linit Cycles

In practice if the digital filter is progranned using ttÍo's

conplenent arithnetic, and there are no progran steps to avoid

the intrinsic two's conplenent nuneric properties. overflows wiIl

arise in nornal operation. Even so the filter alnost always

operates without displaying Iarge signal linit cycles. However it

is possÍbIe with care to choose initial conditÍons and

coefficient values which tlo give rise to sustained' zero-input

oscillations. once these oscillations have started they are

ttifficult to renove. It is necessary to re-initialize the filter

to resune nornal operation. The possibility of Iarge signal

oscillations must be renoved in an operational digital filter'

There is a range of coefficients 'a'. and 'b" where the filter

is stable provicled it is operating without nonlinearities

oecurring. Ifhen the digital filter is stable and linear the

Liapunov function decreases with eaeh conputation' The

application of the L,iapunov technique to a nonlinearity can

involve a conparison of the Liapunov functions with and again

without the nonlinearity. If the nonlinearity cannot increase the

Liapunov funetion, then the analysis can guarantee the filter

with its nonlinearity is stable. If the nonlinearity results in

an inerease in the Liapunov funetion. then the fitter nay be
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unstable. The conventionar anarysis appries to autononous rinit

cycles,inwhichcasetheinputisassunedtobezeto.This

assunption wiII be reviewed later '

The filters of engineering interest have z donain poles in the

region of z = +1. This region corresponds to values of

coefficient 'a' between zeto and unity. Assuning this restriction

on the range of coefficient'a" there are five points throughout

the filter where signal overflows nay occur. Four of these points

are the adttitíons. and the fifth is a nultiplication by

coefficient ,b' which nay be greater than unity. These points are

labelecl on the block diagra¡n of f igure 3 ' 3 '

The intrinsic tt{o's conplenent overflow characteristic changes

the signal by 2M, where +l{ and -M are the bounds of the signal'

The saturation overftow retluces the nagnitucle of the signal so

that its nagnitu{e is l{. The error tern ' e ' adiletl to the signal

by saturation nay be quite snalI, and saturation does not change

the sign of the signal-

An exanple of an overflow limit cycle is given in figure 3'2' The

phaseportraitofthefilter.inthiscaseagraphofthe

variable x1 as a function of xZ, is shown'
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3.3.1 Trro's CouPleuent overflov in x2

The function presented in section 3.2 for Liapunov analysis is

tf (x1 
, í+L, *2 

, i+1)

= (l-ab)*1,i*12 * *2,í*t2 - (a-b)xl,i+1x2,i+1 3-3.1

t
= x1, i*rz + (x2,í+L - ax1, i+1) (*2, i*1 + bx1, i+1) 3 '3 '2

t
= x1,i+12 + x2,i(xz,i+l + b*1.i*1) ..' 3'3'3

This function was shonn to be a Liapunov function when the

filter operates in its Iinear region with coefficients so as to

give a transfer function with stable conplex singularities' The

conditions a t iapunov function nust satisfy include being

positive definite, and its nagnitude nust decrease at each

conputation.

If the I,iapunov properties of this function apply when the

arithnetic exhibits a two's conplenent overflow ín the variable

xz.í+L'

cannot

then a Liapunov function exists ancl the nonlinear filter

be unstable. The function wiIl be referreil to as the "test

function", Irf (x1,x2l , until the Liapunov properties are

particular interest is that the

decrease at each conPutation.

t|hen considering two's conplenent overflow in the computation of

denonstrated. The Property of

nagnitude of the function nust

varíable xZ,í+L it is

filter is the Iast

inportant that this low pass output of the

variable which is conputed during each
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conputation loop. Hence an arithnetic nonlinearity in the

conputation of

other variables

this variable does not alter the values of the

conputed during the sa¡ne co¡llputation loop ' Àt

the ith conputation the variables x1 , i and x2 , i are usecl to

using the following conputations.conpute x1,i+1 and xZ,í+L

xo,i+l=-b*1,i 3'3'4

x3,i+1 = *o,i+l - x2,i 3'3'5

x1,i+1 = x1,i r ax3.i+1 3'3'6

xz,í+L = x2,i * axl,i+l 3'3'7

I,et x,, i+1 be the variable which would be conputetl if there were

no overflow. having a sign 's' where

Tf. the bound on the nagnitudes of the variables is tM, and this

bound is exceeded during the addition of equation 3.2.22, then a

two's conplenent overflow wiII give a variable x2.ovf,i+1 where

s = *1 if xZ,i+I ) 0

s = -1 if xZ,í+L ( 0

and.

= x2,i*t - 2sl{

-x2,i+1 =-2sl{

3.3.8

3.3.9

3.3.10

3.3.11Hence

x2,ovf.i+1

x2,ovf.,í+!

The anount of overflow'e'can be tlefine| as a positive quantity

usíng the relationshiP

xZ,i+L = 5t't * sê
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,.-!*2,i1 is boundett by lf , as is lx1.iç11. Hence, constraining

coefficient a (= 1, the nagnitude of the overflow

lel 1 !axl,i+l1 ( l{ 3.3.13

2 *Z,i*1 - 2slf

2(slf + se) - 2sI{ 3.3.15

3.3.16

2 (a-b) x1--,í+LxZ,í+L

(a-b) x!,í+Lxz, ovf , i+1

3.3.14Hence x2,ovÍ., i+1 + x2,í+L

= 2se

The test function without an overflow is

2
Lf (x1 .í+L,*2,í+Ll ( 1-ab) xl 

, í+1

3.3.17

antt with an overf low Ís

Lf ovf (*1, i*1 '*2,ovf, i+l)

= (1-ab) *L,í*!2 * *z,ovf ,í+L2

3.3.18

Hence the between the nagnitutte of the test function when an

overflow is present and that when the arithnetic operations

* *2. i+l

are

linear is

Lfovf (*1. i*1 'x2,ovf, i+1) Irf (x1 
. i+1 . *Z 

, í+Ll

t (1-ab) *1,í*!2 * *2,ovf ,i+L2
(a-b) xL,í+Lxz, ovf, i+l1

x2,i+L[ (1-ab) x1, i+1
2+
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Lfovf (*1,i*1 ,xz,ovf.i+1) - Lf (x1,i+1,x2,i+1)

= x2 ,ovf . i+12 - *2 
, i*!2

- (a-b) xl. i+1x2 ,ovt,i+1 + (a-b) x1, i+1x2, i+l

(x2.ovf,i+1 - xz,í+L) [(xr,ovf,i+1 + *2,i+1) (a-b) *1, i+11

3.3.20

3 -3 .2L

3.3.22

3.3.27

(-2su) (2se) + (a-b)x1,i+1 2sM

= 2sl{ t ( a-b) xl 
, i+l - 2sel 3.3.23

slnce 1 3.3.24

The arithnetic operation giving the overflow is

x2,í+L -- x2,í + ax1,i+l 3.3.25

Since the nagnitude of *Z,i is bounded by t't then the sign of' the

overflow is the same as that of x1,i+1'

3.3 -26

"2

x1, i+l ! *1. i+1 I-È

Hence, since s2 L

Lfovf (*1.i*1,x2,ovt.i+1) - Lf (x1,í+L,x2,i+1)

= Zl1l(a-b) l*1. i*1 i - 2e)

which is positive if the overflow e

e( (a-b) lx1,i4l l2
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Since it is possible for the test function to increase it is not

a Liapunov function. trarge signal linÍt cycles nay exist. In fact

such linit cycles do exist, and an exanple is given in figure

3.2. The tine donain response. the test function and the

corresponding phase portrait are given.

The locus on the phase portrait (*t as a function of *Zl of

values tor which the L,iapunov function has a constant value is an

elIípse. This ellipse is tilted fron the x1 and x2 axes. The

anount of tilt is related to the coefficients of the filter. The

tilt neans that a decrease in the nagnitude of xZ can give a

point which is on a larger ellipse and hence a larger value of

the test function.

3.3.2 Saturation Overflor in x,z

Liapunov analysis can be used to show that zero input

(autononous) Iínit cycles cannot arise because of a saturation

overflow in the conputation of xZ. Progran steps can be inclutled

in the filter to give this saturation eharacteristic. The

conputation which gives the overflow in x2,í+I is

*2,i * axl, i+1xz,í+L
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Again let xZ,í+L be the

were no overflow, having

variable which would be conputed if there

a sign 's' where

s = +1 if x2,i+1 ) O, and, 3.3.30

s = -1 íÍ *2,í*L ( 0 3.3.31

If the bountl on the magnitutles of the variables is tlf , and this

bound is exceeded during the addition of equation 3.3.7, then

saturation wiII give a variable x2,ovf,i+1 where

x¡,ovf, i+1 = sU 3 '3 '32

The test function without an overflow is

Lf (x1,i+1'*2,i+l) (1-ab) *L,i*!2 * *2,í*! (a-b) xl, i+1x2, i+1

3.3.33

It has been shown that coefficients which give stable conplex

roots have bounds

0(L ab ( 1, and 3.3.34

!a + bl ( 2 3.3.35

It follows la - bl ( 2 3.3.36

The test function with an overflow is

Lf ovf (*1, i*1 'x2,ovt. i+1)
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Hence the effect of the overflow on the nagnitude of the test

function is

Lfovf (*1,i*1 ,x2,ovf.i+1) - tf (x1,i+1,*2,í+!l

= t(l-ab) *L,í*!2 * x2,ovf,i+LZ - (a-b)x1.i+1x2.ovf.i+11

- t(1-ab)*L,i*L2 * *2,í*t2 - (a-b)x1.i+1x2,i+11

3.3.38

(xz,ovt. i+l - *2,í+L) [ (xr, ovf , i*l * *2, i*1) (a-b) *1 
, i+l1

3.3.39

3.3.40

3-3.41

(sM - x2,i+!) (sM + x2,í+! -

(M - sx2,i+1) (l{ + sxr,i+l -

(a-b)*1,i+1)

s (a-b)*1,i+1)

The first tern of this product is always negative since the

nragnitucle of the unsaturated value always exceeds that of the

saturated value

sx2, i+l ) l{ 3 -3.42

The second tern is always positive since

l{+ sx2, i+l > zvl' 3.3.43

and, since l*1,i*11 ( M and Ia-bl ( 2, then

I (a-b) *1, i+11 ( ! (a-b) il'l < zlq 3.3.4¿

Hence saturation overflow eharacteristic in the conputation of

xZ cannot increase the test function. Therefore the function

exhibits this Liapunov property and the second nethocl of Liapunov
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can be used to guarantee that autononous linit cycles in the

ttigital filter section cannot arise because of' saturation in the

conputation of xZ. The saturation characteristic is sinple to

progran. and. indeed is provided in so¡ne devices designed to

inplenent digital filters. It renains to exanine the behaviour of

the filter with saturation during otber co¡putations, and to

extend the analysis to inputs whích are not zero'

3.3-3 Saturation Overfloü iD x1

Ìlhen applying

of xl,i+l it

the filter's

Liapunov analysis to saturation in the conputation

is necessary to consider the sequential execution of

progra¡n. The saturated value of x1, i+1 is used to

will contribute to the valueevaluate xZ,í+!, and this conPonent

of the test function.

Ifhen saturation occurs tluring the cotnputation of x1,i+1 the

progran for the filter is

xo. i+l = -b*1, i
x3,i+1 = xo, í+L - xz,í

xl, ovf, i+1 = su

= xL,i+l - se

xz,ovn, i+1 = *2,í * ax1, ovf , i+1

= x2,i11 - sae

3.3.45

3.3.46

3.3.47

3.3.48

3.3.49
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!J

ensures that the

The saturated value xl.ovf,i+1 is set to the naxinun nagnitude'

l,t.Thesigns=*lforapositiveoverflowands=-1fora

negative overflow- Overf low

x1. i+l to

conponent

has resulted in a quantity 'se' being

subtracted fron

has given a conponent 'sae' in x2,ovf,i+l'

IIence xl.ovf,i+l - x1,i+1 = - se

xl,ovf ,i+1 + x1,i+1 = zsl{ + se

xz.ovf,i+l - xz,í+L = - sae

*z,i t ax1 ,ovf ,i+l - x2,í+L = -sae

xz,í+I - a(xt,ovf ,'*t-se) = *2,í

xz,í+L - ax1 ,í+L = x2,i

3.3.51

and

The difference between the test function for the variables with

saturation overflow with the corresponding function with linear

addition is

Irf (x1, ovf , í+!,xz,ovf ,1¡1) -lrf (*1, i*1 ,xz,í+!l

e

give x1, ovf, i+1 - This definition

is positive. The overflow in x1.i+1

3.3.52

3.3.53

3.3.54

3.3.55

3.3.56

2= x1, ovf , i*1

+ (x2 
, ovf , i+1

- xl, i+1

axl.ovf ,i+1) (x2,ovf ,i+1 + bxl,ovf ,i+1)

+ (*z.i*l - ax1.i+1) (*2,i*1 + bx1,i+1)2

(x1,ovf,i+1

*Xa ¿.

- x1. ia1) (x1, ovf, i+1

í(x2,ovf ,i+1 - x2.í+L

3.3.57

* *t'i*t)

- b (x1 ,ovf ,i+1 - x1, i+1) )
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Lf (x1,ovf ,i+1.x2,ovf ,i11) -l'f (*1,i*1'x2,1+1)

= -se (2sl{+se) - xZ, i (-sae + sbe)

= -e [ 2lt+e + sx2,i(a-b)l

3.3.59

3.3.60

This function is always negative because e and I'f are both

positive, lx Z,il is bounded by l{ and, f or coef f icients of

interest, !a-bl is bounded by 2. There has been a reduction in

the nagnitude of the test function, and therefore it exhibits

this Liapunov property. since a Liapunov function exists. Iarge

signal saturation linit cycles cannot arise sinply because of

saturation overflows in the evaluation of x1. The significance of

the evaluation Ís that it has taken into account the effect of

the nonlinearity on variables which have been conputed Iater

tluring tbe conputation loop of the filter'

l{ith sone values of xl, i and

overflow in the evaluation of

x2,í there naY be a saturation

x1,i+1, and aIso, in the sanè

overflow <luring the evaluation ofconputation

x2, i+l' rt

this case.

Ioop, a saturation

is necessary to show the Liapunov property applies in

Considler the evaluation of x'2,ovf .í+L' the value of

xz,í+L calculated using x1.ovf.i+1 but with Iinear addítion' The

analysis of this section shows that the value x2'ovf,i+1 result

in a reduction in the nagnitude of the test function because the

proof does not depend on x'2.ovf,i+1 being bounded by ll{1. Then

to2



the analysis for x2 of the previous section applies directly to

show that there wilt be a further reduction in the nagnitude of

the test function. Hence the test function exhibits this l'iapunov

property when saturation occurs when xl.ovf,i+1 is 'evaluated and

also when x2,ovf.,í+! is evaluated' Liapunov analysis can be used

to show that Iarge signal linit cycles cannot occur because of

saturations during the evaluations of variables x1 and x2'

However there are three other points in this tligital filter

section where overflows can occur, and aII these nust exanined in

order to guarantee stabilíty of the filter'

Saturation Overflor in xg3.3 -4

Although the variables x1 and x2 are often chosen as the state

variables of the proposed ctigíta1 filter section, signal

overflows nay arise during any conputation of the filter' Àn

overflow nay arise when the danping tern is being conputed when

the danping coefficient b ) 1. The error tern introduced by this

nonlínearity does alter successive variables during the sane

conputation loop.

Àt the beginning of. the i+tth eonputation loop the variables

*1,i and *2,í are used to conpute the next variables' If the

operation of the progran is linear its steps are
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xo,i+l = -b*1,í

x3 , i+l = x0. Í+1 - x2, i
x1,i+l = xl,i*ax3.i+l

xz,í+! = xz,í+axl, i+1

3.3.61

3.3.62

3.3.63

3.3.64

3.3.67

3.3.68

3.3.69

3.3.70

3.3.71

3.3.72

3 .3.73

If a saturation over'flow occurs during the conputation of

xo,ovf, i+1 then

xo,ovf,i+l = sM 3 .3 .65

where s is the sÍgn of the overflow-

It follows
xo,ovf, Í+1 = -b*1, i -se 3.3.66

where e is the nagnitutle of the error. The renaining progra¡n

steps are

x3,ovf, i+l =

x1,ovf,i+1 =

=

x2,ovf,i+1 =

x0,ovf,í+L - x2,í

-bxl,i-se-*2,í

*1, i * ax3, ovf. i+1

*1,i * ax3,i+1 - ase

xl, i+l - ase

*z,i * ax1, ovf . i+1
,xZ,í+! - a'se

The test function which is analyzed for Liapunov properties can

be expressed as

l,f.(xy,x2l - *L2 (x2-ax1) (x2+bx1)

LO4
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The effect of the saturation overflow during the conputation of

x0,ovf,i+l on the nagnitude of this function is

L,f (x1, i+1, *2, i+1) - Lf (x1 ,ovf ,i+1, x2, ovf . i+1)

= xL,i*L2 * (x2,i+1-ax1,i+1) (*2,i+1+b*1,i+1) - [(xr,ovf,i+1)2

+ (x2,ovf ,i+1-ax1 ,ovf ,i+1) (x2,ovf 
.i+1+bx1 ,ovf ,i+r)l

3.3.75

This function can be rearranged to give

Lf (x1,i+1,*2,i+l) - L'f (x1,ovf 
. í+!'x2,ovf ,i+1)

= ( 2xL,ovt. f+1fase) ase

+ (x2,ovf,i+l-axl,ovf,i11) (a(a+b)se) 3'3'76

= ase(2x1;ovf,i+1 t (a+b) (*2,í¡ + ase) 3'3'17

= ase[(2xr,i*asl{)-abxr.i -(a-b) (x2.i)J 3'3'78

Àn exanination of this expression shows that it can be negative,

indicating that the saturation overflow in the conputation of xO

nay increase the value of the test function'

Given that the overflow occurred tturing the conputation

xo.i+l = -b*l,i 3'3'79

the sign of x1,i is opposite to that of the overflow, 'S" it

follows that the conponent of the differenee in the test

functions.

ase (-abx1, i) 3 - 3.80

nust be negatíve.
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The term

asel -(a-b) (x2,i) I "' 3'3'81

nay be negative. depending on the sign of *2,i' The renaining

tern can be arbitrarily snall. It follows the test function for

the systen with saturation can exceed the corresponding function

for the Iinear sYsten-

It is stilI possible that the Liapunov condition for the test

function to decrease in nagnitude at each conputation can be net

if the nagnitude of the test function after the i+1th nonlinear

conputation is Iess than its value at the ith- This difference in

the nagnitutles is

Irf (x, ,í,x2, i) -lrf (x1, ovf ,i+L,xZ,ovf, i+1)

= *L,í2 * (x2,i-axr,i) (x2.i+b*1,i)

lxl,ovf ,í*L2*(x2,ovf , i+1-ax1,ovf ,i+l)

= x1 ,i

(xz , ovt, i+l+bxl . ovf , i+1 ) l

2 + (xr,i-axy,i) (x2,i+bxl,i)

- t (xr, i-abx1 ,i-ax2, i-ase) 
2

+ (x2,íl k2,i+(a+b)x1,ovf ,i+t)l

3.3.82
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Lf (x1 ,i,X2,i)-l,f (x1,ovf ,i+1,x2,ovf ,i+1)

a(2x1,i abx 1 i - ^*Z,i - ase) (bxr, í +. xz,i + se)

(*2,i) [*2,i+(a+b) (*1,i + a(sl{' xZ,i)1)

+ (x2,i-ax1,i) (*2,i*b*1,í)

f

3 .3 .84

a/b [ (sl{-x2, i) sH (l-ab) -t2.2**r,isll-bzx2, i (su-x2, i) ] 3.3.85

Since the nagnitude of *2,í is bounded by M, the first tern

a/b (sl,I-xr, i) sl'f (l-ab) 3.3.86

nust be positive. However the nagnituile of this tern may be

arbitrarily snall because x2,i could approxinate slt. Each of the

renaining three terns nay be negative, depending on the

coefficient values and the value of *2,í. Hence the ¡nagnitude of

the test function nay increase after saturation during the

conputation of xO,i+l.

The nagnitude of the test function for the systen with a

saturation nonlinearity nay increase during the conputation of

xO,i+l. Hence the correspontling Liapunov condition is not

fulfilled. This does not guarantee that the fílter wiII

oscillate- There nay be another function which does satisfy alI

the Liapunov conditions. Even if such a function cannot be found

the filter Day be stable.
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It is possible to use adititional progran steps wbich prohÍbit

autononous large signal linit cycles. The overfLow condition can

be avoided.,This can be achieved by 1Ínitíng the nagnitude of

x1, í to lIlb. Alternatively, when an overflow is detected,

adilitíonal progran steps can be used to conpensate the nagnituile

of x1,i+l for the overflow.

The overall objectíve of naterial of this chapter ís to consider

the behaviour of the fÍIter when Íts input is not zero. It is

relevant that saturation overffows tluring the conputations of the

tlanping tern can increase the nagnitude of the test function,

whereas the corresponding conputations of variables x1 and xZ díat

not increase this nagnitude.
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3.3.5 Saturation Overflor in x3

Again, if the operation of the filter Ís linear its progran steps

x0,i+1 = -bxl,í ... 3.3.87

x3,i+1 = xo,i+l - x2,i 3'3'88

x1,i+1 = xl,i * ax3,i+1 3'3'89

xz,i+l = xz,i + axl,i+l 3'3'90

are

t{hen a saturation overflow occurs tturing the conputation of

x3 
, ovf , i+1 then

x0,ovf,i+1 = -b*1,i

= xo, i+l
x3,ovf, í+1 = sH

where 's' is the sÍgn of the overflow. It follows

x3,ovf,i+1 = xo,i+l - xz,i -

3.3.91

3 .3 .92

3.3.93

3.3.94

3:3.95

3.3.96

3 .3 .97

se

where 'e' is the nagnitude of the error- Hence

x3.ovf,Í+l = -bxl,i - se - *2,i

The remaining progran stePs are

xl,ovf,i+1 = *1.i f ax3,ovf,i+l

xr : * asl{Irr

= xl, i+1
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xz,ovÍ..i+1 = *2,í * ax1 ,ovf .i+1

= x2,i + a(l-ab)x1,i

= *2,i*1 - "2""

^2*2,í

3.3.99

2a se 3.3.100

3.3.101

The effect of the error tern 'e' on the nagnitudes of

and x1.ovf,i+1

of xo.ovf.i+1'

which give the

is the sane as for an overflow in the

x2, ovf, i+1

conputation

However the coefficient antl the signal values

conditions for the overflow in x3,ovf,i+1 do

differ. Again the test function which is analyzed for L'iapunov

properties can be exPressed as

Lf (x1,x2) - *L2 (x2-axr)(x2+bxr) " 3'3'102

The effect of. the saturation overflow tturing the conputation of

x3,ovf,i+1 on the nagnitude of this function is

Lf (x1,i+1,*2,i+1) - Lf (x1 ,ovf ,i+1'x2.ovf ,i+1)

= *1, i*L2 * (x2,i+1-ax1,i+1) (xr.i+l+bxl,i+1)

- [(xt,ovÍ,í*rl2 * (xz,ovf ,í+1-ax1.ovf .i+l)
t'(xz,ovf ,ir1 + bx1 ,ovr.,i+1)I 3'3'103

Again this function can be rearranged to give

Lf (x1 ,í+L,x2,í+l) - Lf (x1.ovf 
. i+1. x2,ovf. i+1)

(2xr,ovf ,i+1*ase)ase * (x2,ovf .i+1-ax1,ovf ,i11) (a(a+b)se)
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= ase/b(-2sM(l-ab) (2-ab)se - (2-(a+b)b)xr,i) 3.3.106

Tf this difference were positive definite then the value of the

test function with a saturation overflow would be Iess than the

corresponding values if the conputations were linear. However

the expression has been arranged so that first two terns are

negative, and last nay be negative. depending on the sign of

L,f (x1,i+1.x2.i+1) - Lf (x1,ovf ,i+1' x2,ovt,i+1)

= ase (2x1,i +2asM +2ase + (a+b) (x2,i) - ase)

*2,i'

It is possible that the Liapunov contlition for the

to decrease in nagnitude at each conputation can

nagnitude of the test function after the i+1

conputation is less than its value at the ith' This

the nagnitudes is

Lf (x1 ,i,x2,íl Lf (x1 ,ovf ,í+!'x2, ovf , i+1)

= xl, i2+(xZ, l-ax1, i) (x2, i+bx1. i)

- lxl ,ovf ,í*L2*(x2,ovf ,i+1-ax1.ovf ,i+l)
* (xz ,ovf , i+l+bxl , ovf , i+1) l

= *L,í2 * (x2,i-ax1,i) (*2,i+bx1,i)

.b*1, i ase) 2

3.3.105

test function

be met if the

th nonlinear

difference in

3.3.107

[((xt,t ^*2,í
+ (xz,íl (,x2,t+ (a+b) x1. ovf , i+1) l

111
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Irf (x1 .i,x2,il - tf (x1,ovf 
. i+y,x2.ovf ,i+1)

= ase/b (-2st{ (1-ab) - (2-ab) se .- (2- (a+b) b) x2, i)
+ ab( x1 ,í2+(xZ,i-ax1,i) (*2,i+b*1.i) ) 3.3.109

a Ib (x1, i+se/b) 
2 + se (sH (a+b) -selb) + bsM (s]f+ (a+b) *1, i) l

3.3.110

ÀIthough the first and the last two terns of. this expression are

positíve definite these values approach zero as the filter's

danping coefficíent 'b' approaches zero. under this condition the

renaining tern nay be negative. Hence this arrangenent of the

dif f erence

Lf (x1 ,i,x2,i)-Irf (x1,ovf .i+1,xZ,ovf.i+1) 3.3.111

can be used to show that conditions exist where the value of the

test function after the nonlinear conputations nay be greater

than the corresponcting magnitude before the conputation loop'

Hence this test function does not satisfy that Liapunov

conclition- Again the filter can be progranned to avoicl autononous

large signal Iinit cycles using extra progran steps when an

overflow is detected to conpensate the magnitude of *1.i+1 for

the overflow.

TL2



3-4 Àpplication of Liapunov Ànalysis to Transients

The proofs of the previous sections show that a saturation

overflow characteristic during the conputation of x1 or of x2

cannot Ieatl to autononous linit cycles. The restriction of these

proofs to autononous linit cyqles is very significant. The proofs

do not apply if there is any non-zero input to the filter. Linit

cycles !ûay and do occur in these filters when non-zero inputs are

present.

I{hen ileternining the engineering requirenent for the proof it is

relevant that the filter would nornally be designed so that its

signal levels never exceed the bounds of linear operation '

However íf, by sone neans, a bound were exceeded. it is inportant

the transient causing the overflow decays to zero so that the

filter returns to its nornal linear operation- AIso the transient

should decay at a suitable rate-

The following five variables can be associated with a saturation

overflow tluring the conputation of a variable, x
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I¡et xlinear, (x1in) be the variable which would be conputed if

the arithnetic were Iinear.

xbounded, (x¡n¿) be the value which is present by the desígn

which is such that each variable in the filter is

operating within its operating range.

xtransient, (*trn) be an additional conponent which is

present in the computer which is not anticipatecl

by the tlesign. In general this transient is such

that the bounds of linear operation are exceeded.

(see equation 3.4.1).

xsaturated. (xsat) be the value of the signal which is

eomputed when saturation is present, and

xaifference' (xui¡ )

between the

is the magni tude of the di f f erenee

saturated

would be eonputed by the

value and *linea, which

linear systen.

It follows from these definitions that

xlinear = xbounded f xtransient 3.4.1_

= xsaturated + sxdifference 3.4.2

where s is the sign of the difference tern (+1 or -1). Liapunov

analysis is applied here to the transient conponent of the

filter's response. It is possible to find conditions for the

coefficients of the filter when the transient in the systen with

saturation nonlinearities will eventually decay to zeto-

L1,4



Iriapunov analysis can be used to estimate the rate of decay of a

transient conponent of a

function gives bounds on

shown that the nagnitude

systen. The magnitude of the Liapunov

the variables of the systen. It has been

of the Liapunov function for the digital

or X2,

of the

f itter section decreases in a constant proportion at eaeh

computation Ioop. This rate of decrease can be used as a bound on

the magnitude of the transient variables to guarantee the rate of

decay of the transient. For example if it ean be shown that the

arÍthmetic nonlinearity gives a further reduction to the Liapunov

function, as is the case with a saturation overflow in x1

then lriapunov analysis can show that the rate of decay

systen variables is increased by the nonlinearity-

3-4-1 Transients çith Saturation overflow in xz

The obj ective of this section is to consider the effect of the

saturation overflow characteristic on the operation of a digital

filter which has a non-zero input.

Consider the transient conponent in x2 for saturation overflow

condition. The five variables assoeiated with an overflow in xz

are

x2,rin = *2,bnd + x2,trn 3'4'3

= x2,sat + sx2,dif 3'4'4

1-1 5



The test function considered for Liapunov properties is equation

3.2.2L,

x1

and in this seetion this function is applie<I to the variables

associated with the transient. ff the test function exhibits the

Liapunov properties with respect to the transient component then

the method of Liapunov can guarantee this transient conponent

will decay to zero.

If the operation of the filter were Iinear the principle of

superposition would hold giving

Lf (x1. x2 )

xo 
, trn, i+1

x3 
, trn, i+1

x1, trn, i+1

x2, trn, i+1

ax1) (x2 + bx1)2+ ßz 3.4.5

3.4.6

3 .4.7

3.4.8

3.4.9

3.4.10

3.4.11

3.4-72

- b*l,trn,i

xo,trn,i+1 - x2,ttn,l

x1 
, trn, i* "*3 , trn, i+1

x2,trn,i+ axl,trn,i+1

In the remainder of section 3.4 the transient variables occur

often and so the suffix 'trn' has been onitted. If an saturation

overflow occurs during the conputation of xZ the computations of

the variables give

xo, rin, i+1

x3 
, rin, i+1

x1. rin, i+L

x2 
, lin, i+1

- b*1, rin, i
xo,rin,i+1 - xz,rin,i

x1,rin,i + ax3,rin,i+1

sM

IL6

3.4.13



where s is the sign of the overflow and M is the maximunt

representable magnitude. The saturation nonlinearity has given a

difference of rnagnitude x2,dif,i+l so that

x2, sat , i+1 sM 3 .4 .t4

x2, rin, i + ax1, rin, i+1 sx2, dif, i+1 3.4.15

The saturation overflow ehanges the nragnitude of the test

function. This change is

Lf (xt, i+1, x2,í+L sx2 
, dif , i+1 ) - Lf (xt 

, i+1 '*2 , i+1 )

(x2, i¡1-sx2,d,íf, i+r--ax1, i+1) (x2, i+1-sx2,d,íf, i+1+bx1, i+1)

- &Z,i+1 - axl,i+1)(xr,i+1 + b*l,i*l) ... 3.4'76

sx2, dif ,í+L(xz, i+1 + b*l, i*1)

- &2, i+1 - sxz,d.íf, i+r- - ax1, i+r-l sxz,dif , i+1 3-4.77

sx2, dif, i+1 ( 2*2,!*L (a-b)x1,i+1 sx2 
, dif , i+1 ) 3.4.18

If this difference were negative definite for all possible signal

values and coefficients which give stable conplex singularities

it would have all the L,iapunov properties and the transient would

decay to zero. However the function is positive if

x2, dif, i+1 2"*2 
, í*r (a b) sx L, i+L 3 .4 .19

This condi.tion can be satisfred with certaÍn combinations of

filter coefficients and signal values.
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It is possible to ctarify the implications of this inequality by

conparing the result with that of section 3.3 where autonomous

Iimit cycles were considered. The necessary condition for an

increase in the rnagnitude of the test function was given by

equation 3.4.19 as

x2, dif, i+1 sx2, i+1 9*2, i+1 (a - b) sx1, i+1 3.4.20

I{hen zeto input Iimit cycles were considered the magnitude of the

signal after saturation overflow was l{

Henee

xz 
, d.Lf . i+1 - sx2, rin, i+l sx2, rin, i+l - (a b) sx 1 . 1in, i+1

3 .4.2L

gives

-l{ ) sx2,Iin, i+1 (a - b) sx1, Iin, i+L 3 .4 .22

Since the nagnítude of sx2,lin,i+l exeeeds l{ for saturation, and

the nagnitude of *1,lin,i+L is bounded by l1f, and for the

coefficients of interest I a-b i is bounded by 2, this inequality

eannot hold and therefore a decrease in the magnitude of the test

function is quaranteed.
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Returning to the consideration of the transient conponent the

anount of the transient which is present af ter the signal

overflow is

xz,d.íf,i+1 - sx2,i+1 ) sx2,i+l - (a-b)sxl,i+l 3 .4.23

In the case of the transient conponent x2,dif,i+l sx2, i+l naY

be arbitrarily small, as nay be the transient component sx2,i+1.

The expression

f. i+1

can be arranged as

x2, dif, i+1 sx2, i+1 ) "*2,i 
* b"*1,i*1 3 -4.25

For a saturation overflow

x2,d,ít, i+1 - sxz, i+l ( o 3 -4.26

and hence, using the previous inequality, either or both *2,í or

xl,i+1 nust be negative. This neans the signal nust be such that

the overflow in xZ must be of opposite sígn to that of the

previous transient conponent in that variable, or in the opposite

sign to that of the transient conponent in x1, or both. These

requirements would place restrictions on the bounded signals

whích would support the overflow condition.

x2,dif,Í+1 - sx2,i+1 sxz. i+l (a - b)sx 3.4.24
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The Liapunov property of a nonotonic decrease in the nagnitude oÍ.

the test function can be fulfitled if its nagnitude is less than

the nagnitude of the test function at the previous iteration.

This difference is

Lf(xt ,i+L,xZ,í+! - sxz,dif,i+l) - Lf(xt ,í,x2,íl 3 .4.27

It has been shown (equations 3.2.9 to 3.2.13) that the nagnitude

of the test function decrease in the proportion 1 ab at each

conputation loop, so this difference can be expressed as

Lf (x1 ,í+L,xZ,í+I - sx¡,dif .i+l) - tf (x1.i+l.x2,í+I)/(1-ab)

3.4.28

Since Í.or coefficients of interest 1-ab is positive the sign of

the difference is the sane as the sign of the expression

(l-ab) Lf (xt ,í+L,xZ,í+L sxz 
. dif . i+1) - t'f (xt 

, i+1 ' 
*z 

, í+!l

= Lf (x1 ,í+!,x2,í+! - sx2.dif ,i+l) - L'f (x1 ,í+L,*2,i+l)

- ab Lf (*1,i*l ,xZ,i+!-sx2.dif ,i+l)

sx2. dif, i+1

-ab (x1, i+1

sx2,dif ,i+l(l-ab) (Zxr,i+1 - (a - b)x1,i+l - sx2,dif ,i+1)

-ab (*r,i*12 * (*Z,i*t - axl,i+1) (*2,í*I + bx1,i+1) )

3.4.29

3.4.30

- sx¡,dif ,ia1(1-ab) (2xr,i+1 - (a-b)x1,i+1)

2 + (*Z,i*! - axl,i+1)(*2,i*l + bx1,i+1))

-ab((l-abl*L,i*LZ - (a-b)xl,í+1sH + tl2)

2

t20

3.4.31



If this test function, Lf(x1,x2) were to decrease in nagnitude at

each conputation loop then the quaclratic in sx2,dif,i11 tnust be

negative for all possible signal leveIs, for aII possible

overflows, for 0 ( sxz,dif,i+1 ( sxl,i+l, and for aII filter

coefficients giving stable eonplex singularities.

In order to test for this property the quadratic in sx2,dif,i+l

has a negative <lefinite constant tern over the required range of

filter coefficients. Ifhen there is no overflow, s\Z,dif,i+1 = 0,

the conputations of the filter are linear and the decrease in the

test function reduces to that of the linear case. There is the

need to show there are no roots of this expression for

O ( sx2,dif,i+l ( sx2,i+1. If it can be shown that the quadratic

of the forn

sx2,dif ,í+rz + kl sx2.dif,i+l + k2

where kl and k2 are constants, is negative at

also at sxz,dif.i+1 = *2,í, then there can

sx2, dif , i+1

be no roots

3 .4.32

0 antl

of the

quadratic between values 0 and *2,i. The value of quadratic at

sx2,dif,i+l = x2,í+L ís

- (l-ab) [abx1 ,i*L2 * *2,i*f2) + (a-b)x1,i+1x2,i+l 3.4-33

If this value were negative definite it would have shown that the

test funetion decreased for all coefficients of interest. However

this value can be Dositive, indicating the nagnitude of the test

function can increase over the coefficient range of interest. The

I2I



function can be examined to give bounds on the coefficients where

it is negative definite in xl,i+1 and x2,í+L-

Tbe expression

(1-ab) [abx1 ,i*IZ * *2,í*t2J (a-b) x1, i+1x2, i+1+ 3 .4. 34

is negative definite for all values of x1 and x2 when

l(a-bl /2J2 < (1-a¡) 2/a¡ 3.4.35

It is interesting to exanining the expression as the damping

coefficient'b'approaches 0. This gives an increnent in the test

function of

- x2 ,i+1 (x2, i+l - ax1 
, i+l) 3.4.36

This increnent ís posítive only if ax1,i+l exceeds

again for an inerease in the nagnituile of the test

xz,í+L' once

function the

nagnitucle of the signal overflow nust exceed the nagnitude of the

increneht in its value iluring that current conputation loop. Such

an overflow requires a special bouncletl input.

ÀIthough it is not possible to prove that an overflow in the

transient at x2 wiIl not Iead to an increase in the transient

component for all stabte filters. the Liapunov approach has given

bounds on the coefficients within which the test function does

satisfy the Liapunov contlitions.
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One approach to achieving a proof is to exanine other test

functions for the Liapunov property of nonotonically decreasing.

However the increase occurs for very snaIl values of the danping

coefficient b, and it can be shown that as coefficient b

approaehes zeto the only function of the forn

x1 + k1x2 2 + kzxLxz 3.4.37

whích exhibits the Liapunov property is the given test function.

However this test function has been used to show that the

increase in the transient conponent can only occur for special

conditions. These conditions are that the danping coefficient is

s¡nal1. and that the nagnitutle of the overflow exceeds that of the

transient conponent conputed during the conputation loop. It can

be inferretl that these situations are unlikely to occur. It

reurains to apply the analysis to the other nonlinear conputations

of the filter.

2
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3.4.2 Transients with Saturation overflow in x1

Àgain the program without a signal overflow in xl,i+1 is

xo, rin, i+l = - b*l 
, rin, i

x3,lin,i+1 = xo.rin,i+L - x2,1in,i

xL,rin,i+l = xl,rin,i * "*3,rin,i+l
x2,lin,í+1 = x2,rin,i * 

"x1,rin,i+L

1, dif , i

3.4.38

3 .4 .39

3.4.40

3.4-4t

3 .4.47

If when x1,Iin,i+1 is corttputed a saturation overflow with sign

's' occurs then

x1,sat,i+1 = sM 3.4.42

= xl,rin,i + ax3,rin,i+i. - sxl,dif ,i 3'4'43

The conputation x2,Iin,i+1 = x2,Iin,i * "*1,Iin,i+1 3.4.44

becones x2,sat,i+l = x2,Lin,i * ax1,sat,i*l- 3'4'45

= x2,rin,i+l- - asxl,dif ,i " ' 3'4'46

The difference between the test functions for the linear and the

nonlinear systems is

Lf (x1,i+1-sxl ,d.!f ,í,x2,í+L "t*1,dif ,i) - Lf (*l_,i*1 ,x2,i+L)

(*1 
, i*r.-'xl , di f. , í)2 - x1 

, í*L2 *

(x2, i¡1-asx1, dif , i-ax1, i+1 + €tsx1, dif , i)
* (x2,i+1-asx1. dif , i + bx1, i+1 -bsx

- (x2,i+1-axt, i+1. ) (*2, i*1. *

-x1,dif ,i[(2sxt,i+1-xl,dif ,i) * "*2,í 
(a+b)]

L24
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If this expression were negative then the test function satisfies

this Liapunov condition and it would be possible to show that the

transient in the nonlinear systen nust decay to zeto. Since the

tern -xl.dif,í is negative the <tifference in the test functions

is negative if the remaining factor is positive. This factor is

(2sxr,i+1-xl,dif.i) + sx2,i(a+b) 3.4.49

-sx1,dif.i + 2*!,í+L * sx2,i(a+b) 3.4.50

Àgain there are certain signal Ievels and coefficient values

where thís expression is positive, hence the test function nay

not fuIfitI that L,iapunov condition-

Às with the overflow conclition in 22, again it is possible to

conpare the value of the test function after the nonlinear

conputations with its value at the conpletion of the previous

conputation loop.

tf (x1,i+1-sx1,dif 
, í,x2,i+1 -asx1,dif ,i) tf (x1 ,í,x2,íl

= Lf (x1,i+1-sx1,dif 
, i,\2,i+1 -asx1,dif ,i)

l,f (x1 ,í+L,x2,í+L) / (1-ab)

L25
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since the term 1-ab is positive for coef f icient values of

interest, the sign of this function is given by

( 1-ab) Lf (x1, i+1-sx1, dif , í,xZ,i+1 -asx1, dif , i ) Lf (xt, i+1,*2,í*L)

Lf (x1,i+1-sxl,dif 
, i,x2,i+1 -asx1,dif ,i) - Lf (x1,i+1,*2,í+t)

ab Irf (x1, i*1-sx1, dif ,í,x2, i+L-asxl, dif , i)

3 .4.52

(1-ab) Lf (x1, i+1-sx1, dif, i,xZ,í+! -asx1, dif, i) Lf (x1, i+1,*2, i+l_)

(x1.1a1-sx1.di f,í)2
ax1, i+L + asx1, dif , i )

bx1, i+1-bsxi-,dif , i) ) (1-ab)

- ax1, i+1) (*2, i*1 + bxl, i+1) l1, i+1

negative for the

o ( sxl,dif ,i ( *r-,i*l'

the original increment

definite for the range

+ (x2, i+l -

* (*2, i*1

-[x

asX1, dif, i -

- asx1, dif, i +

2+(x
2,í+t

3 .4.54

Again the obj ective is to show that this expression is not

(1-ab) (sxr, dif, i) 2

- sxl-,dif ,1(1-ab) 
(2xt,i+1 + (x2,i+1-axl-,i+1) (a+b))

-ab(x1,!rL2 + (xz,i+1-ax1,i+1) (*2,i*1*b*1,i*1) )

3.4.53

range of overflow eonditions

At sx1, dif, i = Q the expression equals

in the Lf. so the expression is positive

of coefficients of interest. If it can be

shown that at sx1,dif,í = xl,i+l- the expression is also positive

tlefinite then the I'f must decrease.
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llhen sxl, dif, i = x1, i+l then the increnent in the test funetion

1S

-(x1, i*tZ r (x2,i11-axL,i+1) (a+b)xr,i+1+ab(x2,i+1-ax1,i*1) 2)

3.4.55

- -[x1,i+l + (x2,i+1-ax1,i+11 h+Ð /212

- (2ab- [ (a+b) /2]2)x2, i+1-ax L,í+I2

3.4.56

This expression must be negative when

[ (a+¡ I /2]2 > 2ab 3 .4 .57

For a positive increnent in the test function (equation 3.4.56 ) '

signal values nust be such that xl 
, i+l + kZ, i+l_-axl , i+1) (a+b) / 2

is sma]1. Though it may be possible to construct a bounded signal

which gives a transient which inereases in magnitude because of a

saturation overflorç condition, the previous equations show that

it must fuIfiIl several conditions in order to increase the

magnitude of the test function.

i. The overflow must be a Iarge proportion of transient

signal.
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ii. There is only a snall range of coefficient values.

These are very lightIY danped.

iii. Since the test function decreases at each non-overflow

conputation where the operation of the filter is

linear, situations with sustained growth in the

transient would involve a Iarge proportion of overflow

..p
in the computations.

Although Liapunov analysis has not shown that the nagnitude of

transients cannot increase in these filters when the arithnetic

exhibits a saturation overflow characteristic, it has shown that

situations giving a sustaineil increase are extrenely rare

situations. It re¡nains to exanine the corresponding properties of

the remaining cornputations of the filter-

Transients rith Saturation Overflon in xg and x3 -3 .4.3

The variables xl and xZ are often defined as the state variables

of the filter seetion, yet arith¡netic overflows occur during the

computations of alI variables of the filter. llhen these occur

during the eomputation of xO or of x3 the resultant errors

propagate to the renaining variables which are conputed during

the sane conputation loop of the filter section.
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It has been shown (sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5) that the function

tested for Liapunov properties alid not decrease ¡nonotonically

when there was a saturation nonlinearity during

of xO or of

condition,

x3. This result was shown for

so the corresponding functíon of

the conputation

the zeto input

the transient

variables nay not decrease either. However the test function ean

be used to search for conditions where the transient may increase

in nagnitude. Then these conditions can be checked for their

engineering significance.

Two identicaf filter sections are progranned, both with a

saturation overflow in x3. FiIter 1 is started with zero initial

conditíons, and non-zero initial conditions are applietl to the

second filter. The second filter is used to search for an input

which íncreases the nagnitude of the test function. An input with

+L unit is applied, and an input of -1 unit, and the input which

gives the greater nagnitude of the test function of the transient

variables selected.

The result of this search was to fintl an input which gives a

transient which does not decay to zero. The significance is that

the first filter, operating within its linear region has a

transient applied to its initial conditions and this transient

does not decay to zeto- These results are given in figure 3-4-
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Having used the Liapunov approach to find the input it renains to

deternine its engineering significance. À saturation overflow at

x3 gives an effective reduction in the gain around the loop of

the filter. This reduction in gain then gives a reduction in the

danped natural frequency of the poles of the filter section. For

exanple a filter with a high I which peaks êt, sâY, 50 Hz Í¡ay now

give a response at 40 Hz. A 40 Hz input which will be attenuated

by that fitter when it ís operating within its Iinear bouncls.

However a transient overflow resulting from differing initial

contlitíons nay lower the resonant frequency of the filter to

40 Hz. The result can be that a single transient will lead to a

sustained overflow in a sinusoi{lal response in a filter. This is

a situation of considerable engineering signifieance.

In order to avoitl the overflows it is possible to progran the

filter so that the variables xl and x2 are bountled. and then,

using these bounds, progranning so that overfloïs cannot oecur

during the conputations of xg or of x3 -
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3.5 Snat1 Signal Linit CYcIes

The finite registers of two's conplenent arithnetic give an

underflon characteristic. The effect of a fÍnite register Iength

can be appreciated by considering a fictitious register of

infinite length, and then setting to zero every bit which is less

significant than the bit representing a quant'ízation leveI, q

The result is to subtract a positive quantity fron the variable

which is not quantized until a quantization leveI is obtained.

This quantity is calletl the quantization error. The quantization

characteristic is that of the INT (integer) function of the EASIC

conputÍng language. The characteristic is given in figure 3.1

À consequence of subtracting quantization errors is to reduee tbe

nagnitucle of positive quantities, and to increase the nagnitudes

of negative. In certain cases there can be an increase in the

gain around the loop and s¡na}} signal linit cycles can occur- The

intrinsic properties of the digital filter section consiilered

here are that small signal Iinit cycles can arise, though by no

neans aIl the time. Figure 3.1 gives both a tine donain

representation of a smaII signal 1i¡nit cycIe, and also the

corresponding phase Portrait.
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Two techniques for elininating the Iinit cycles are presented

here. The first is a guaranteed reduction in the nagnitude of' the

Liapunov function. This is achieved by testing the nagnitudes of

the variables, xL, and xZ, and then subtracting least significant

bits so as to ensure a reduction in the Liapunov function. A

guaranteed reduction in the Liapunov function is a sufficient but

not a necessary conclition for the eIÍnination of Iiurit cycles -

It gives a severe reduction in the effective 0 of the filter at

Iow sígna] Ievels. For this reason a heuristic technique is

introduced. Adititional instructions are presented which have been

shown to eIi¡ninate snall signal Iinit cycles over nany

coefficient values and signal leveIs. However Liapunov analysis

can not guarantee that stability of the systen.

3-5-1 Guaranteed Reduction of the Liapunov Function

The filter section to be tested has the progran sequence

xo, i+1 = - bxl. i 3.5.1

x3,i+1 = xo,i+1 *2,í 3.5.2

x1, i+1 = *1. i+ ax3. i+l 3-5.3

x2,i+L = x2,i+ axl, i+1
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The quantization characteristic depend on details of

inplenentation of the filter. t{hen each tern is quantize<l the

result is to add an error tern which nay be zeto or negative. The

nult iplication

xo, í+1 bx 3.5.5
1 I

can be achieved by the multiplication of coefficient 'b' by

xl,i. guantization wiIl adil a non-positive quantity. Then the

result nust be negateil in order to achieve the required transfer

function, so with this inplementation the effect of quantization

has been to a<1tl a non-negative quantity. This is the

inplenentation considered in every other section of the thesis.

In order to use lriapunov analysis to guarantee a reduction of the

nagnitude of the test function it is helpful to cons iiler a

tlifferent inplenentation of the progran step

xo, i+1 b*l, i 3.5.6

It is possible to negate *1,i and then nultiply this quantity by

coefficient b. Since the Iast step in this implenentation is the

rnultiplication the effect of quantízation is to adtl a non-

positive quantity to the result.
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There are two renaining places where quant'ization nay oceur in

the filter. These result fron the multiplications by'a" Each of

nultiplications results in the adclition of a non-positive

quantity to the result. Hence the progran steps associatetl with

the itanping tern have been chosen so that aII quantization errors

have the sane sign.

Once the quantization effects are includett the filter ean be

described using the quantization operator 'quant' which subtracts

a quantization error, 'qe' where

0 (= {e ( quantization level 3.5.7

The filter becones

xO, i+l = quant (- bx1, i)
x3, i+l = xo, i+l - *2,í

xl 
, i+1 = xL ,t+ quant ( ax3 

, i11)

xz 
, í+L = *2 ,t+ quant ( 

"*1 , i*l)

3.5.8

3.5.9

3.5.10

3.5.11

3.5.L2

3.5.13

3.5.14

Hence

xo,i+l = - b*l,i

x3,i+1=xo.i+l- *z,i

x1, i+1 = xl. i+ ax3, i+1

x2,i+L = *z,i+ axl, i+1

_ qel

_ qel

- q.ez - aqel

- qe3 - aqe?
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The test function for this system can be expressed as the sun of

two squares

I'f (xt,x2) lxz xrh-bl 1272 + *r2lt (a+¡12 / +) 3.5.16

The nagnitutte of the test function will be reduced by the effects

of quantization íf. quantization gives reductions in the nagnitude

of both the terns of equation 3.5.16. since (1 - h+h'tzl4l is

positive for coefficients of interest the second tern is reduced

by reducing the nagnituile of xl. For coefficient a (= 1 equation

3.5.14 can be used to show this reduction is achieved by adding

up to two quantization leveIs whenever x1 is positive- lfhen

coefficient a is between 1 anil 2 it is necessary to subtract up

to three quantization levels.

The reduction in the nagnitude of the tern, x2-*t(a-bll2, is

achieved by noting that for coefficients of interest

i (a-b) lzi ( 1 3-5.17

and that, for coefficient a ( !, x1 has quantization errors of

nagnitude up to 2 tines the quantization level. To allow for this

quantization error it

by two quantízation

conputation to obtain

is Decessary to reduce the ¡nagnitude of xz

levels. Also the quantízation in the

xZ gives a third quantization error, so,
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for coefficient a ( l, in order to guarantee a reduction in the

nagnitude of the second tern it is necessary to add a third

quantization leveI to negative values of x2

For coefficient a ( 1 the progran steps for the filter section

becone

xg = euant (-bx1)

x3 = xo-xz

xl=xl+quant(ax3)

xz = x2 + quant (ax1)

ifxl(0thenxl=xl

ifxl(0thenxl=xl

ítx2(0thenx2=xz

ífx2(0thenxZ=xz

íf. x2 < 0 then xZ = x2

ífx2)0thenxZ=*z

íÍ. x2 ) 0 then xZ = xz

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

3.5.18

3.5.19

3 .5. 20

3.5.2L

3.5.22

3.5.23

3.5.24

3.5.25

3.5.26

3.5.27

3.5.28

Figure 3.5 gives tinre dourain representation and the phase

portrait oÍ. the response of this filter. It has a relatively

danped characteristic when conparecl with the filter having

variables which are not quantized.
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xr (dots indicate quantization level )

time

È Írne

x2,initÍa1 = -l0q' xl,ir,itÍ"I = 189' a = 0'5' b 0.r

Figure 3.5 Conparison of the Response of a Filter having

Variables which are not Quantizetl with the

Corresponding Response of the filter having

Quantized Variables and Adtlitional Progran steps

to Guarantee a Reduction in a Liapunov Function

x2

xz
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3.5.2 Eeuristic Technique

The progran steps which guaranteed the elinination of s¡na11

signat Iinit cycles by reducing the L,iapunov function at each

conputation loop gave a considerable reduction of the quality

factor, Q, of the second order filter section. A reduction of up

to three quantization leveIs ís used, âDct this gives a

considerable bias towards danping. This decreases the effective

register Iength ot the filter by nearly 2 bits. A tletail of

inplenentation is that it is necessary to access the variable xZ,

which is actually the alifference between the output and

corresponding input. For the purpose of quantization this value

requires a conparison between the non-zero input and the output

value.

It is possible to search for progran steps vhich will prevent

sustained snaIl signal oscillations yet will not fuIfiII the

Liapunov con<tition corresponding to the test function of equation

3.5.16. fn order to avoid oscitlations it is necessary to

decrease the gain around the loop at snall signal leveIs. One

technique which has been tested is given in the progran with the

steps of 3.5.29 to 3.5.34. Note that the original progran

sequence for conputing the damping tern has been used ( the

negation follows the nultiplication of x1 by b). I{ith this
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technique it is possible that the quantízation errors nay

increase the Iríapunov function, though sueh an increase has not

been detected during nany sinulations-

The program steps for the conputation loop is

x0 = - quant(bx1)

x3=xg-x2

íf. ((xg ) O) and (*t ) = 0)) then x2 = x2 * L

ifxl)0thenxl=xl-1

x1 = xl + quant (ax3)

xZ = xZ + quant (ax1)

3.5.29

3 .5.30

3 .5.31

3.5.32

3.5.33

3.5.34

Figure 3.6 gives the tine donain representation and the

eorresponding phase portrait. Note that the effects of danping

are less than the corresponding progran for a guaranteed

reduction in the ¡nagnitude of a I',iapunov f unction.
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xl (dots i'ndicate quantization level)

tÍrne

xr

I tiure

x2,1nítÍar = -loq' xl,lrrltial = l8q, 0.5, b 0.1

xl

Figure 3.6 Conparison of the response of a Filter with

Varíables which are not guantized with that of the

Corresponding Filter wíth Quantized Variables and

Àttditional Progran steps which have Elininated

Linit Cyc1es during Tests, but do not Guarantee a

Reductíon in the Hagnitude of the Test FunctÍon-
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3.6 Sunnary

The second nethod of Liapunov is a proof which gives a sufficient

but not necessary contlition for stability. It follows that when a

Liapunov function is not found that the systen nay well be

stable. ÀIso, stabitizing techniques which give filters

satisfying Liapunov's stability criterion nay introduce

considerable danping.

In the case of the saturation overflow characteristic, the ¡¡ethotl

of L,iapunov has been used to show that the results of overflows

in the variables x1

oscillations. However

the filter, and the

and xZ Dây. in very rare situations cause

overflow conditions can arise elsewhere in

test function which is a Liapunov function

for the linear filter, was used to find conditions where the

behaviour of the saturating system departed fron the linear in a

way which is of engineering interest. The result is that ín the

design of a digital filter which nust have a high reliability it

is necessary to conf ine the nonlinearities to saturation

overflows during the conputations of xl and of xz
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ÀIthough the quantization characteristics can lead to snall

signal oscillations, these are relatively rare even in the filter

which has no special progran steps to renove then. The Liapunov

technique to guarantee the elinination of the linit cycles tends

to stabiLize the filter at low signal leveIs. Even so the

Liapunov test function is a useful check for the operation of

heuristic techniques to renove the Iinit cycles.

In consequence the designer of this filter section shoultl

i. Place saturation bounds on variables xl and on xZ.

ii. Ensure that saturation cannot occur at xO or at x3

using special progran steps to aceount for the

overflow, or by liniting the magnítudes of the input

signal, of xl and of xz

iii. Use two conditional instructions (equns. 3.5.31 and

3.5.32) to renove the small signal tinit cycles, whÍch

include, of course, âDy steady state errors.

These additionat instructions can be used to ensure that the

two's conplenent arithmetic wiIl not cause sustained transients

in the digital filter section.
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Chapter 4 TEE DESIGN OF CÀSCADE COTTROI, COIIPEI¡SÀTORS

4-r Introduction

There is a close relationship between digitat filters and tligital

cascade conpensators of control systens, (figure 4-1) - Both

devices nodify the frequency conponents of signals. There is a

fundanental dif ference between the applications which has

inptications for the design procedures. The digital filter is

desígnecl by considering its transfer function. By contrast the

ttigital controller is in a systen containing a given analog

plant. IBoIton '8lit]. In this application it is the response of

the plant which is inportant. In this case the transfer function

of the rligital conpensator is only a neans to obtain the desiretl

response.

The implications of this difference for the tlesign procedures is

that it is necessary to evaluate the response of the given plant

in order to tlesign the transfer function of the cascade

conpensator. Then the requirenents of the eotnpensator can be

specifiecl and the compensator designetl.

One standard design procedure for sampled compensator design is

to use the z domain. The transfer function of the given plant is

transforned to the z donain, the systen requirenents can be
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A Compensator Pl ant

Sampì ed
Pl ant

nr(s) cr(s)

cr(s)

+

B
Sampl ed

Compensator

nr(s)
+

Figure 4.1 Conparison of Sanpled (B) and Continuous (A)

Cascade Conpensators.

TT

Gr'(s) c, (s)

Gr'*(s) 0r*{s)
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specifÍeal in the z donain and then the transfer function of the

compensator deternined. The approach used throughout this thesis

is that in tnany applications sanpl ing can be cons iclered as

introducing a slight change to a continuous systen, and it is

particularly useful to consider the equivalent continuous system.

The use of continuous donain techniques in the design of sanpled

conpensators is not new- It is well known that the sinusoidal

response of a sanpled transfer function can be obtained as a

frequency donaín sun¡uation of the continuous transfer function.

[Kuo '80] . This frequency donain sunnation can be interpreted as

including the conponents which are introduced by sanpling into

the transfer function of the plant.

Sirnitarly the conventional bilinear transfor¡n is often used to

transforn between the sampLed and continuous donains. UsuaIIy a

constant is introduced in order to transforn the frequency

response without approximation at a chosen frequency.

The frequency donain sunmation and the frequency Yrarping

conpensated bilinear transforn both use the frequency donain.

Often control systen design uses a point in the Laplace domain

which has non-zero danping. This is a way of specifying the rise

tine and overshoot of the step response. The contribution here is
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to extend the conventional frequency donain techniques to the

points in the Laplace donain which have non-zeto darrping. The

contributions are

I The sumnation for the transfer function of the sanpled

plant is extended to any point in the Laplace domain so

that the plant's transfer function can be evaluated at

a control systen tlesign point which has tlanping -

ii. Often the bilinear transforn is cotnpensated to allow

for the eftects of frequency warping. This gives

equality between an continuous and a derived sanpled

transfer function at a selected point, again on the

frequency locus. This procedure is extended to give

equivalence between a given analog systen and a derived

ttigital systen at any point in the Laplace donain- This

equatity is useful when tlesigning sanpled control

systens.

iii. t{hen inplenenting cascade control conpensators it is

useful to provide the results of the conputation as

quickly as possible. A technique is presented which

reduces the delay through the conpensator, though the

total loop tine is unchanged. The conputations of the

conpensator's algorithn are carefully sequenced to

achieve this result.
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These contributions apply to a very few aspects of the overall

control systen design. Control systen tlesign involves the

identífication of the systen, the choice of a suitable closed

loop transfer function, and then the design of a compensator

which will provide this systen perfornance. Then there are

further aspects to consider such as the sensitivity of the system

to its paraneters, the effects of non-Iinearities and bounds on

the variables. In sone situations an adaptive controller nay be

needed if the plant dyna¡nics or systen perfornance criteria vary

considerably with tine.

The design procedures are presented using the relatively simple

classical situation where a single variable cascade conpensator

is to be designed for a Iinear systen and the required location

of the doninant closed loop pole pair is known. It is shown that

a sanpled conpensator can be designed using Iraplace donain

techniques which correspond to the weII known frequency donaín

procedures.
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4-2 Revier of the Sanpleil Closed Loop Design Procedures

Figure 4.1.4 shows a continuous control systen and figure 4.1.8

gives the sane system where sanpling has been introduced at the

conpensator. Unity feedback has been used to sinplify the

exanple. The transfer function of the plant, G.(s), ís given,

and the conpensator G"'(s) is to be designed. For the continuous

systen of figure 4.1.4 the transfer function is

C" (s) G"' (s) G" (s)
T" (s) 4.2.L

R, (s) 1 + cs' (s) G. (s)

and a clesign objective is to locate the doninant closed loop

poles at a chosen value sd. These poles are the roots of the

characteristic equation

1 + cs' (s) G" (s) 0 4.2.2

For the sanpled system of figure 4.1.8, the sanple<l

conpensator nust be designed. The synbol * denotes a sampled

function. The transfer function of the sanpled systern is

G.'* {s)

r"* {s)
Gr'* (s) G"* (s)

1 + cs'* (s) c.* {s)
4.2.3

so the charaeteristic equation is

1 + cs'* (s) c"* {s)
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4.2.L The Design Point z¿ = €xp(s¿T)

The clesign procedure considered here involves choosing a point in

the s plane sd where the doninant closed Ioop poles of the

conpensated closed loop systen are to be locatetl. The conpensator

nust be designed so that the characteristic equation is satisfietl

by sd. Hence, for a continuous systen

1 + cs' (s¿) G" (s¿) 0 4.2 -5

The corresponiling procedure for the sanpled system is to

deternine the design point in the z plane using the relationship

z¿ = exp(s¿T) which is the location of the impulse invariant z

donain poIes. The conpensator nust be tlesigned so the

characteristic equation is satisfied.

This equation is

L + cz' (z¿) Gr(zU) 0 4.2.6

The equivalent relationship in the Laplace do¡rain using sampled

+ G"'* (su) G.* {su)

functions is

L
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The ilesign of the cascade conpensator includes three aspects.

I Using the

f ind the sanpled plant's transfer function at the

<lesign point G"*{s¿). Section 4.3 presents a sunnatíon

in the Laplace domain in order to evaluate the transfer

function of the sanpled plant.

ii. Obtaining the transfer function of the conpensator

which loeates the doninant pole pair of the closed loop

systen at sd. Section 4-4 eontains a procedure for the

design of a sanpled compensator which uses an extension

to the frequency warped bilinear transforn.

iií. Finding a suitable algorithur (structure) for

inplenenting the conpensator. Section 4.4 contains a

conparison of two structures which illustrates how

tlelay through the cascade conpensator nay be nininizetl.

4.3 Evaluation of the Sanpletl Plant's Transfer Function

The objective of this section is to evaluate the sanpled transfer

function at the design point, G"* (s¿), given the corresponding

continuous transfer function, G" (s

presented for conparison with the

continuous plant transfer function G, (s) to

d). The z domain procedure is

proposed technique.
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4.3-1 Z Donain Evaluation of c"'* (s6) = 6r' (z¿l

The conventional z d.onain procedure for evaluating

Gr(26) = Gs* (sd) involves a partial fraction expansion

in order to derive the z don¡ain transfer functíon.

the z transforn of an all pole analog transfer function

of transmission. and the tlesign point sd has been

of G. (s¿)

In general

has zeros

noved to

is to be

procedure

zd exp [-sT] . If a ctifferent sanpling interval

consideretl the whole evaluation must be repeated. The

is illustratetl for a representative plant, G" (s) , which consists

of two first order conponents

0.3
(s) 4.3.1

s (s + 0.3) (s + 0.5)

where the sanpling interval T is nornalizeð., (T = 1) with

sd -0.35 r j0.3. 4.3.2

Consider a conpensator which incorporates a zero order holtl at

its output, âs is usually the case (figure 4.2).

G
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The z donain evaluation uses the partial fraction expansion

c, (s) 0.3
4.3 .3

s s (s + 0.3) (s + 0.5)

2 5 3

+ 4.3 .4
s s + 0.3 s + 0.5

The corresponiling z transforn of G"(s)/s, [G"(s) /slz, is

lcs (s) /s7, = 2z/ (z-L) szl k_e-0.3) + 3zl (z_e-0.5) 4.3.5

z (z+0 .7 65877 )

= 0.115501 4.3 .6
þ_Ll (z_e-o. 3) (z_e-o. 5)

At the design point sd = -0.35 + j0'3 so that for inpulse

]-nvarlance

zd = "-0 
- 35"o, (0.3) + j"-0.35sin(0.3) 4.3 .7

0.6732L4 + j0.20825 4.3.8

Using the characteristic equation 4.2.6, and incorporating the

zero order hold, the sanpled transfer function of the plant is

0.1155012¿(zU+0.7658771 ra 1

4-3.9
(z¿-L) (z¿-e-o' 3) (zd-e-o' 5)

3 - 5088 angle l-flzo)

Gr(z¿l
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The required conpensator can be found using the characteristic

equation. This gives

Gr' (z¡l 1lz6-Ll I261 Ll lcs(s¿/s¿) 1 4.3 .11

= 0.28506? angle [-0.8004680] 4.3.L2

at zd = 0.6732L4 + j0.20825. 4.3.13

4.3-Z LaPlace Donain Sunnation of the Sanpletl Function

It is of interest that the continuous

approxinates the sampled function c"* (sU) in

f unetion G. (s¿)

practical systens.

the equations forA straight-forward substitution of s = sd

the continuous systen (4.3.1 antl 4 -2 -5)

conpensator

IN

gives the required

G"' (s¿) 0.284972 ansle [-8.003010] 4.3.14

In this exanple saurpling has introduced a change of less than one

percent. In order to evaluate this difference using the z donain

it has been necessary to Perform a conplete refornulation of the

plant's transfer function fron Gs(s) to c"(zl -
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It is weII known that the sampled function at any frequency'

Gs*(jl) can be obtained as the sum of a series in the L,apIace

donain. The sunrration is [Kuo '80, (pa01)l

c"* { jø)
n=N

= LlT I G, (jø + jnøs)
n=-N

4. 3 .15

at sd t iþ" at the sanPled

of the function G, (s) . Àfter

where øs is the sanpling frequency and N tends to infinity.

In order to extend this su¡nmation to any point in the Laplace

donain it is possible to consider the sanpling function as a

harmonic series in 6s. Then, for s¿ = r+j6 an input R" (s¿) gives

the sanpled function Tbis is passed through the

transfer function Gs(s) to give n"*(sU)Gr(s¿), and finally at the

output of the second sanpler IR"*(s¿) (Gr(sd)]* is obtained. In

terns of doubLe sideband nodulation eaeh harnonic tern in the

*.*(ra).

sampling waveforn produces a terut
.'t

output which is present at the input

passing through Gs(s) function this conponent is sanpled, again

producing a conponent at sd. In practical control systens the

sanpling frequency øs is greater than the magnitude of sd and

C.(s) has a low pass charaeteristic. In these cases the frequency

transtateil terms are snall when conpared with the fundanental

conponent.
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The series for c"* {s¿) is, lBolton ' 81al] .

n=N

) + t cs (s¿+jnør) + Gs (s¿-jnø")
n=1

c"* (s6) G" (s¿ 4.3.16

In the nunerical exanple of section 4.3.1 the series can be

evaluated only to N 1 gíving

Ic" (s6) /sl * -3.47495 - j0.488558 6 .064x10 -4 - j4.?23x10-4

4 -3 .L7

= -J.47555 - j4.89030 4.3.18

This sunmation is much sinpler than using the z transforn. The

effect of sanpling can be assessed by inspection, and a different

sanplíng rate can be considered simply by choosing a different øs

in the evaluation. Using this sunnation the required conpensator

has

= 0.284972 angle [-8.0030o] 4-3 -L9

4.3.3 Àccuracy of the Sunnation

When considering the contribution to the transfer function of the

plant fron the higher frequency terms it is possible to consider

the transfer function as a net nu¡nber of poles Iess a nu¡nber of

zeros. This assunption can be used to estinate the error

resulting fron truncating the series of equation 4.3 -L6 - It

follows the dífference between the sunnation to N terns f.or

c"* {s6)
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cr* {su) , Gs,r* {su) , and its exact value is approximated by

G", ** (s¿) lr/ (in6r¡ (P-z) + L/ Fin6.¡ (P-z),IT=O

=l¡ I
n=Nt1

4.3.20

+ terns with lower powers of s

where C, (s) k 4 -3 .2L
sz + terms with lower powers of s

These conponents add when difference between the nunber of. poles

in G"(s) and the nunber of zeros Q-Z) is even. In this case the

error reduces by nearly a deeade as each tern in N is evaluated.

This reduction is illustrateil in figure 4.3. The error Ís very

smalt for systems where P-Z ís odtl. This effect can be

considered as arising because the cosine terns resulting fror¡

the sanrpling have beco¡ne phase shif tett to becone sine ter¡ns and

are nearly zero at the sanpling instants. In practice it would

not be wise to rety on this phase cancellation. Phase shifts at

the relatively high sanpling frequency woultl be sensitive to

variations. In particular the higher order poles of the plant's

transfer function which are usually neglected would have a

considerable affect on the phase relatÍonships.

,P
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In the example evaluated N is 1 and the difference between the

nunber of poles and zeros, P-2, is 3. Using equation 4-3-2L or

figure 4.3 the bound on the error is LO-2. In this particular

case the net nunber of poles is odd which neans the terns of

equation 4.3.20 cancel. The actual error is less than 10-5. fn

practical evaluations the series for can be truncated

whenever the nagnitude of the adtted terns is sufficiently snalI.

This is a weII establishetl procedure for evaluating the frequency

donain sunnation, [Kuo '80]

4-4 Danping Conpensateil Bilinear Transforn

The bilinear transforn between the Laplace and the z donain

introduces warping of the frequency relationship. In dígitaI

filter design a factor, kB, is often introduced to allow for this

effect. The bilinear transforn is

sT (=) k, (z-11 / k+Ll B (z) 4.4.r

where kB l"cot l,ø 

"/ 
2J 4.4.2

The faetor kB equates the original and the derived cutoff

frequency of the filter at " = jíe. A sinilar conpensation can be

made when the chosen value for s or z for equivalence involves

danpíng as is the case with the design point of a sanpled control

systen. This is the new transforn presented in this section.

Gr* (s¿)
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Then digital filters are derived from an analog equivalent using

the bilinear transforn a sanpled function Tr(zl is derived fron a

continuous fÍIter T. (s) where T, (s) suits the design

specifications.

The approxination between Tr(s) antl Tr(z) can be inproved by

increasing the order of the polynomials in z of the bilinear

transforn. This gives a corresponding increase in the order of

the tleriveil function Tz(z) which ¡nakes T"(zl nore dif f icult to

iurple¡¡ent. However transf orns of the f orrn

sT (=) kB 4 -4.3

bB, are constants give T.kl of the sane order

using the bilinear transforn of equation 4-4-I.

equation 4.4.3 clo introduce z donain zeros in

z-aB
= B (z)

z+b,

where kB ,âB and

as that obtained

The transforms of

aIl pole analog functíons as discussed in the context of digital

filters. In general these require additional progran steps for

i¡nple¡nentation. However with conpensator design usually both

pole(s) and zero(s) wilI be present in the Laplace donain and in

the z donain transfer functions. In these cases altering the

values of the constants from a, = f = bB merely corresponds to

adjusting the values of the coefficients which are already

present in the conPensator.
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In the design of cascade control conpensators it is useful to

consider a point of equivalence sd = o + iø where o is non-zero.

This is because equivalence in control systens is particularly

inportant about the doninant closed loop poles which are danped.

4-4-L Evaluation of the constants of the Bilinear Transforn

The three eonstants kB. aB

considering three constraints on

and bB, can be deternined bY

the transforrn. These constraints

are

]' the steady state gain of the conpensator, because

the steady state properties of the conpensator are

so inportant to the control systen, and

ii,iii. the nagnitude and phase of the equality at the

design point F Iexp (s¿T) J exp(sdT).

The coefficient aB is evaluated using equivalence ín the steady

state gain.

sT=B(exp[sT]) ats=0 4.4.4

s=0 ks (eo-ar) / (eo+lr) 4.4.5

Hence aB L

B (0)
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This is the value ag of the conventional bilinear transforn. t{ith

aB 1 the steady state error requirements are fulfillecl without

approxination by the derivecl tligital conpensator.

The coefficients k, antl b, are evaluated using equality at the

design point sU

- cs * [n ("*pt-s¿l ) J - cs [exp (-sa) ]

It follows

"dT = B (exp [s¿TI ) 4-4.8

"dT=o¿T+jøUT
4-4.9

= kr(explo¿T+j6¿Tl 1) / (exp [o¿T+jø¿Tl + bs) 4.4.L0

Hence:

(ou+5Ø¿) (exp Io¿J Icos (ø¿) +jsin (ø¿) ] +bB)

= kr(exp[o61 [cos (ø¿)+jsin(ø¿) J -1)
4.4.IL

Considering the real and inaginary conponents of this equation.

and solvíng for kg an<l bt

sin (ø¿T) t (ø¿t) 2+ (oat')2)
kB 4 -4.L2

744G"'* (s¿)

[øutexp t-o¿T] +odTsin (øut) -É¿Tcos (øUt) J

which reduces to t¿Tcot(tdTl2) when od

conventional bilinear transforn.
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AIso:

[ø¿Texp [o¿T] -o¿Tsin (ø¿t) -c¿Tcos (ø¿t) 1

4.4.L3bB

[ø6Texp [-oaT] +odTsin (ødT) -É¿Tcos (ø¿t) J

Equation 4.4.L3 reduces to bB 1 when od = 0, again giving the

conventional bilinear transforn.

At large sanpling rates when T is snalI the expressions for kB

and bB involves snall differences between relatively Iarge ter¡ns.

For exanple the denonínator contains the difference between the

terns l¿Texp[-oaT] and É¿Tcos(ø¿f), both of which approach unity

as T approaches zero. The sna!I difference can be difticult to

evaluate, particularly if the nuneric representation wíthin the

conputer has a few significant bits. In this case at large

sampling rates the denoninator can be evaluated using a series.

denoninator
of equation
4.4.L3

,u i (-1)
i=2

I Iod /íl

+ od I (-1) ir¿ ( 2í+L) / Qí+Ll I

i=1

,ui (-1)
i=1

2í
ó¿

1

L64
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Sinilarty b, can be evaluatetl using the suurnation

sunnation - z6d, t (-1')íodtzí+L / (2i+l) I

D

i=1

4.4.t5
i=1

sunnation
Then b L 4.4.L6

deno¡ninator

4.4.2 Design ExanPIe

In the exanple considered the design poínt sd is at -0.35+j0.3

and this value deternines the constants b¡ and kB. Using

equations 4.3.L and 4.3.2 the itanping conpensated bilinear

transforn is

z L

s = 1.75968 4 - 4.L7
z + 0.48936494

Àgain the sa¡npling interval T has been nornatizetl to unity.

Substituting this expression for s in any analog conpensator wiIl

preserve the steady state properties of the control system. as

well as the location of singularities at s = -0.35+j 0.3 ' by

design the doninant closed Ioop poles -

2o¿ t (-1) iø¿ (2í+tl / 12¡*tl t

B
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Tf, for exanple, the clesign requirenent was to increase the

position constant (or steady state loop gain) of the control loop

by a factor

Iocating the

of 5 to reduce the steady state error ' ¡vhilst

doninant closed Ioop poles at Sd, conventional

a suitable analoganalog control systen design techniques give

conpensator as

5 (11.108s + 1)
G"' (s) 4.4.L8

169.43s + 1

Using the damping conpensated bilinear transforn of equation

4-4.L7. substituting into equation 4-4-Lg gives

0.32032L (z 0.92779L)
Gr' (z) 4 .4 -L9

z 0 - 99504

This equation is now in a form suitable for realization by a

nicroprocessor algorithn. It re¡uains to choose a structure, but

when the transfer function is inplemented the doninant closed

Ioop poles which are solutions to the characteristic equation

will be located at the design point as required.

4-5 tlininizing Delay through a Cascade Conpensator

An important property of a cascade control compensator is the

total time, T, taken to execute the atgorithm which conputes the

forcing function. A second tÍne interval is inportant aIso, öT
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the delay between the sanpling of the error signal and the

availability of the corresponding forcing function. The final

contribution is to present a sequence of instructions which

nininize the delay through the cascade co¡ûpensator, though not

the total execution tine. Two systems are conpared in the progratn

flowcharts of figure 4.4

The tlelay õT is between the tine at the input sanple and the tine

the corresponding output is present at the forcing function of

the plant. The delay for the structure of figure 4.4.A is nuch

Ionger than that of 4.4.8. In the Iatter conpensator all the

instructions which do not involve the nost recent data input

value are conputed before the current data value is read. Hence

only a few renainíng coltputations need be executed before the

data is available at the output of the conpensator.

The flowchart for the conpensator with nini¡naI tlelay can be

derived by separating the terns in the transfer function which

rely on the latest input value. For exaurple the z donain transfer

function of lag and of lead cascade conpensators IKuo,80] is

z ac
G"' (z) k 4.5.1c

z b c

tfhere the constants kC, aC and bC

function of the conpensator.
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A

i nput,

B

e

c

f+e

Figure 4.4 ÀnaIog Conputer Cascade Conpensator with Two

Digital Equivalents.
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input ei

xz,í-rxl,i = ei

b*1, i

x2,í x2, i-1+bx1 , i-l

axz I

axz i+"í

k (ax2, i "i)+fi

output fi

À E.

Flowcharts for the Block Diagraurs of Figure 4.4'.

(À) figure 4.4.8

(B) figure 4.4.c

I
I

õT
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

V

Tõ
jlr 

-
I
I

I
I

T

input ei

fi=ei*^*Z,i-L

kfi

output fi

xz,í-Lx1 t ei

1b*1

*2,í xz,í-r * b*l, i

axz,í

Figure 4.5
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Equation 4.5.1 can be rearranged to separate the conputations

which rely on the tatest data value by separating the conponent

1n The transfer function becones

-1
b acc

Gr' (zl kc + kc z 4.5.2
bc

,0.

z

To mininize the tlelay öT, the nicroprocessor algorithur is simply

designeil to conpute the expression wíth the delay before the

current input data value is read-

In the progra¡n of figure 4.4.A the output fi contaíns a conponent

fron the current input value ei. By contrast the progran of

figure 4.4.8 uses the previous integrated vaIue. Small

adjustnents to the coefficient values can nake the transfer

functions of the systens identical, Yet the lesser tlelay of the

second conpensator gives a better perfornance in a dynanic

systen.
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4-6 Sunnary

In this chapter three new design techniques have been presented.

The procedure for obtaining the sanpled plant transfer function

has been derived for a general point on the Laplace donain. Also

the bilinear transforn has been extended in a sinilar way. Then a

procedure to niniurize the rletay through the conpensator structure

rfas outlined. It is routine to incorporate these design

procedures in an conputer desígn package in a way which is

integrated with the conventional analog tlesigns. The effects of

s a¡npl ing are clearly evident by inspection of the sunnation ot

equation 4.3.L6, thus siurplifying the difficult problen of

selecting a sanpling interval. Varying the sampling interval does

not require a conplete refornulation of the systen.
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Chapter 5 cottcLUsroll

The objective of this thesis has been to use the relationships

between continuous systens and sanpled systens in order to devise

some new design procedures for the sanpled systens. This approach

has been applied to digital filters and also to sa¡npled cascade

compensators of. eontrol systens. A digital filter is specifietl by

the instructions whereas the control compensator has an

additional element included which is the plant to be controlled.

This ttifference gives corresponding differences to the tlesign

procedures. However there are u¡any sinilarities.

A contribution of the thesis has been to extend a digital filter

structure which is of digital incremental (DIC) form and has

timing suitecl to progran inrplenentation. The extensions provide

an infinitely deep notch output (with fewer adatitional

instructions than available alternatives), and it has high pass

and low pass responses available as internal signal variables.

The structure has been extended to suit the signal nagnitucles

associated with high A filter sections, [Bolton '84a].

Having proposed a versatile structure it was necessary to

consicler design techniques for the values of the filter

coefficients. Design techniques have been devised to suit digital

fitters which have no feed forward terns (and are therefore aIl

pole in the z-L donain). These filters are of particular interest
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because of the reduction in execution time and progran length.

The thesis contains a new transforn which is nagnitude invariant

between the éontinuous and sanpled do¡nains. The design procedure

can be extended to conpensate for the zero order hold at the

output of the iligital filter to a high degree of accuracy'

IBolton '84a] . AIso the simple alternative of Ieaving the

coefficients in the proposed digital filter structure unchanged

fron their analog equivalents has been shown to give very sirrilar

perfor¡nance in the derived filter, even though the design

procedure is extremely sinple. À1so, an aIt pole recursive BesseI

<tigital filter has been developed tor applications where the tine

donain (step response) properties of the digital filter are

important, [Bolton '84d] .

When inplenenting the iligital filter it was necessary to exanine

the properties of the oscillations which arise when non-linear

arithrnetic is used. An aspect presented in this thesis is the

consideration of the transient perfornance of the filters, rather

than sinply autononous (zero input) Iinit cycles. It has been

possible to apply Liapunov analysis to transient behaviour, and

hence find exanples where a saturation overflow characteristic

gives a significant degradation to systen performance. It has

also been possible to specify progran instructions which wilI

avoid these effects for both large and snall signal oscillations.
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These new procedures give sone alternatives to the experienced

designer of digital filters. The eonventional bilinear transforut

is suited to applications which require the inplenentation of

zeros in the transnission. The new techniques can be used where a

filter structure without feeclforward terns can fulfill the clesign

requirement and Yrhen it is not necessary to use general

optirnization .design techniques.

The thesis contain analyses of the non-Iinear properties of the

filter. These have been tlevised so the designer can be assured

the response oÍ. the filter wilI not exhibit sustained transients.

The non-linear behaviour of the filter has been exanined for the

case when non-zero inputs are present. AIso aIl possible signal

overflows throughout the filter have been considered-

Next it renained to exanine the effect of including an analog

eleroent in the digital systen which is then caIled a tligital

cascade conpensator. Again digital systens have been designed by

extending analog techniques. The thesis contains the tlaurpíng

eonpensated bilinear transfor¡¡ which extends the principles for

the conventional bilinear transforn to any point in the Laplace

donain. This transforn suits design procedures which Ieave the

location of the doninant closed loop poles of the continuous and

the sanpled systens unchanged. Sinilarly it has been possible to
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use sunnations in the Iraplace donain, an alternative to the

conventional approach of using sunmations in the frequency

donain, in order to provide alternative design procedures for

control systens.

SimilarIy the designer of control system conpensators now can use

f,aplace donain design techniques where frequency donain

techniques are currently used, IBoIton '8141]. There has been a

description of how to sequence the instructions in the

conpensator in such a way to nininize the ti¡oe between the input

to the conpensator and the availability of the corresponding

output (forcing function).

In sunnary, the objective of this thesis has been to provide new

design procedures for digital filters which are sinple to

implenent and whích can be used in conjunction with the tlesign

procedures which are currently available.
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